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Chapter 7

Coupled torso simulations

Now that the computational techniques selected to solve the forward problem of electrocardi-

ology have been extensively tested they may be applied to more complex, realistic problems.

In this chapter several sequences of simulations are run on a two dimensional torso slice model

to investigate the differences between the various models on each spatial scale. Any changes

in the body surface potential traces that result from different cellular models, cardiac models

and torso models are examined, including a series of comparisons with a standard dipole source

approach. Other simulations are run that are designed to observe any body surface potential

changes associated with the positioning of an ectopic stimulus site. In three dimensions, dipole

source simulations are run in both a monodomain and a bidomain framework.

7.L Computational meshes in two dimensions

Refined versions of the homogeneous torso slice mesh and the full slice mesh described in

Section 2.2.1 are used to accurately model the potential field throughout the torso. In terms

of the convergence tests performed in Section 6.10, the resolutions used here are equivalent to

the finest (three times refined) mesh used. Within the 28 finite elements that define the cardiac

geometry, 65 x 65 collocation points are created yielding a total of 115967 collocation points

at an average spatial resolution of 0.235mm. The collocation mesh created in one of the septal

elements is displayed in Figure 7.1.
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280 CHAPTER 7. COUPLED TORSO SIMULATIONS

Figure 7.1: Collocation points generated over a single cardiac element from the sep-

tum at the chosen resolution.

The left and right ventricular regions are refined so there is one boundary element between each

pair of boundary collocation points. The resulting domains are then each approximated by 768

linear boundary elements while the epicardial surface is refined to the same resolution, result-

ing in 1024 epicardial boundary elements. For the homogeneous torso slice, the computational

mesh is completed by refining the outer torso surface to obtain 192 linear boundary elements at

the torso-air interface. With the inhomogeneous torso slice, the left and right lung meshes are

refined to create 32 cubic Hermite boundary elements for each lung. The skeletal muscle and

subcutaneous fat layers are approximated by 96 finite elements with cubic Hermite circumfer-

ential and linear radial interpolation. Comparisons between different simulations are performed

on signals from 24 body surface electrodes (nodes) that are common to both torso slices. The

positions of these electrodes and their numbering scheme is illustrated in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2: The numbering of the 24body stuface electrodes used to compare sim-
ulations.



7.1. COMPUTATIONAL MESHES IN TWO DIMENSIONS

The zero reference potential on the surface ofthe torso slice is located over the right pectoralis

major muscle on the front of the torso (point 3 in Figure 7.2) andthe Salu consistency criterion

(see Section 2.5.2) is used to correct the solutions. To ensure all of the solution regions are

defined in a manner consistent with the modelling assumptions, the torso regions are assembled

with the normal and arc length (tangential) directions shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4, where the

red a:rows indicate an outward normal direction and the blue arrows indicate the positive arc

length direction on each ofthe region boundaries.

(a) Muscle and fat layers (b) Tono cavity

(c) Right and left lungs (d) Collocation heart

Figure 7.3: The normal and arc length directions defined on the regions of the torso
slice. The blue arows indicate the positive arc length direction and the
red arrows indicate the outward normal direction on each surface. Each
figure is labelled according to the regions displayed.
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(r
(a) Rieht and left ventricles (b) Boundary element heart

Figure 7.4: The normal and arc length directions defined on the regions of the torso

slice. The blue arrows indicate the positive arc length direction and the
red a:rows indicate the outward normal direction on each surface. Each
figure is labelled according to the regions displayed.

Stimulation

Multiple stimulus sites are chosen in an effort to recreate the sites of early activation that were

observed by Durrer, van Dam, Freud, Janse, Meijler & Arzbaecher (1970) on a similar cross

sectional slice. The four separate activation sites chosen are shown in Figure 7.5 where the

numbering represents the order in which the sites are activated. Current is injected into the

first activation site between 5 and 7ms after the start of the simulation, closely followed by

an injection into the second activation site between 10 and 12ms. The third activation site is

stimulated between 27 and 23ms while the fourth activation site is stimulated between 40 and

42ms. The separate activation sites and times are necessary because no specialised conduction

system is included in the model to provide a proper activation sequence.

CHAPTER 7. COUPLED TORSO SIMULAT/ONS

7.2 Ionic current models

Many different models have been formulated to describe cellular electrical activity, a selection

of these are described in Sections 2.6 and 2.7. Often the action potentials generated by these

models have different shapes and durations, and therefore this series of simulations is designed

to investigate whether or not these cellular differences translate to noticeable changes in the

ffd



7.2. IONIC CURRENT MODELS 283

Figure 7.5: The initial activation sites on the two dimensional heart slice. Ctrrent
is injected into the sites in ascending numerical order.

body surface potential distributions that the models produce. By including each of the cellular

models in an identical coupled heart-torso framework, any differences between the cellular

models mav be easilv identified.

The homogeneous torso slice described in Section 7.1 is directly coupled to the extracellular

region of the cardiac slice which is modelled by the fully anisotropic bidomain model with

fibre rotations. The intracellular conductivities in the along and cross fibre directions are set to

0.4 and 0.1mS mm-l while the extracellular conductivities are set to 0.25 and 0.15mS mm-r.
The isotropic conductivity within the torso cavity region is set to 0.22mS mm-r. The cellular

model parameters used are taken from Sections 2.6 and2,l where the models are detailed with

the membrane capacitance C* set to 0.01pF mm-2 and the surface to volume ratio A- set

to 50mm-r. This value is lower than has been reported elsewhere (Skouibine et al. 1999)

but this parameter is dependent both on the number of global directions and the resolution

of the solution mesh (Huiskamp 1998). It is also dependent on the proportion of the cardiac

domain that is occupied by cardiac cells. The selected value provides a good match between the

biophysically based conductivity tensors and the resulting conduction velocities. A propagating

action potential is initiated according to the stimulus protocol given in Section 7.1 and the

resulting body surface potential traces are recorded at the 24body surface electrodes that are

shown in Figure 7.2. Figure 7.6 illustrates the duration of the QRS complex and ST interval as is

observed in the resulting signals. These two intervals reflect the time the depolarising wave takes

to travel through the myocardium and the time taken for the tissue to recover. The interest points
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234s
Cellulu model

(b) ST interval length

at the start and end of the QRS complex, and at the end of the T wave are specified by looking

across all of the signals checking for the first deviation from the baseline. The start of the QRS

complex is therefore located at the time when the first deviation occurs in the earliest signal to

see a QRS complex, and the end of the S wave is located at the time when the last QRS signal

deviation has finished. The end of the T wave is located at the time when the last signal returns

to the baseline. These results are presented in a tabular form in Tables E.1 and E.2 (Appendix E)
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Figure 7.6: The duration of the QRS complex and the ST interval for different ionic
curent models. The ionic current models displayed are l) cubic, 2)
van Capelle-Durrer, 3) Beeler-Reuter, 4) defibrillation Beeler-Reuter, 5)
Luo-Rudv and 6) Noble 98.

where other differ.n.. -.^*es are also reported. Noticeable by their absence are the standard

and Rogers modified FitzHugh-Nagumo models. Neither of these models produces a reasonable

activation pattern when placed into the specified framework. It is suspected that because of the

lack of a steep upstroke (as can be clearly seen in Figures 2.35 and2.36), the potential gradients

that result from these models are not sufficient to produce reasonable propagation under these

conditions.

From Figure 7 .6 it can be seen that significant timing differences exist between the body surface

traces generated by the different ionic current models. Both of the simplified cardiac cellular

models produce QRS interval lengths that are longer than any of the biophysical cell models.

This is most likely because the simplified models have slower upstroke velocities. The cubic

ionic current model has no ST interval length as it does not model the recovery process, but

the van Capelle-Duner model does recover and produces the shortest ST length. Because the

parameters in the simplified models do not relate to any physical phenomena, they could be

adjusted to provide a more realistic approximation. The biophysically based models also pro-
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duce marked differences in both QRS and ST durations. For these models the length of the

QRS interval ranges from 80rns for the Luo-Rudy model to 97ms for the Noble 98 model, a

difference of around 20%. The only two models that have similar QRS interval lengths are the

defibrillation Beeler-Reuter model and the Luo-Rudy model, but this pair produces the largest

difference between the ST interval lengths with a 92ms difference. Plots of the activation times

recorded for the two simplified models are shown in Figure 7 .7 and for the four biophysically

based models, the activation time plots are shown in Figures 7.8 and 7.9. The contours on these

plots are drawn at 1Oms intervals between 5 and 115ms.

(a) Cubic (6.0 - 114.0ms) (b) VCD (6.0 - l07.0ms)

EI*I ll tlE
5 15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95 105 115

Figure 7.7: Activation times (scale bar in ms) for the cubic ionic current model (a)

and the van Capelle-Durrer ionic current model (b).

The activation time plots show that although the pattern of activation is fairly similar between

the models, timing differences are present. The main pattern differences are seen where the

wavefronts from each of the stimulus sites collide. Signal traces recorded from two body surface

electrodes (15 and 23) are shown in Figure 7.10 for each of the ionic current models. Both the

cubic and van Capelle-Durrer models have very similar QRS complexes in the two signal traces

as both models use a cubic polynomial model to approximate cellular depolarisation. These

traces show there are also quite significant differences in the magnitude of the body surface

potentials that are generated by each of the models. The shape of the T wave from both of the

Beeler-Reuter models and the Luo-Rudy model are similar but the Noble 98 model produces

a T wave that is a different shape and is many times larger than the other models. The van

Capelle-Durrer model is the only model that produces a T wave that is at all comparable to the

Noble 98 T wave. These differences may be due to the type of ventricular cells that are used
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(a) BR (6.0 - 96.95ms) (b) Defib. BR (7 - 79.65ms)

Figure 7.8: Activation times (scale bar in ms) for the Beeler-Reuter ionic current
model (a) and the defibrillation Beeler-Reuter ionic current model (b).

(a) LR I (6.0 - 77.55ms) (b) Noble 98 (6.0 - 90.0ms)

5 15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85 95 105 115

Activation times (scale bar in ms) for the Luo-Rudy I ionic crrrent
model (a) and the Noble 98 ionic current model (b).

5 15 25 35 4:o 55 65 75 85 95 105 115

Figure 7.9:
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to create the models, or because each of the models includes different physiological features.

If the type of ventricular cell is highly influential then an accurate model of specifically human

ventricular cells is necessary before accurate body surface potential traces can be generated.

If the differences relate to model simplifications or exclusions, it may be necessary to always

use highly complex cellular models to generate accurate results. In general, the further away

measurements are taken from the source of the electrical activity (in this case evaluating on the

torso surface instead of within the heart) the more signals become bluned (Taccardi, Punske,

Lux, Macleod, Ershler, Dustman & Ingebriglsen 1997). While it is certainly possible to see

differences in the shape of the action potentials in single cell simulations, the fact that even with

this blurring effect the differences remain clearly visible on the torso surface is an important

result. This shows that even small cellular changes are observable on the body surface and as

more information becomes available on regional cellular heterogeneity, it is important that this

information is included in the biophysically based cellular models.

These simulations are a simplification of the physical problem in that studies have shown

that the shape and duration of the cardiac action potential changes transmurally (Sicouri &
Antzelevitch 1991) and (Antzelevitch, Sicouri, Litovsky, Lukas, Krishnan, Diego, Gintant &
Liu 199 1). While any of the cellular parameters may vary spatially within this modelling frame-

work, for these simulations the parameters are homogeneous throughout the myocardium. The

incorporation of the suggested spatial variations would most likely result in changes to the shape

of the T wave.
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Figure 7.10: Signal traces from electrodes 15 (left column) and 23 (right column)
for different ionic current models.
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7.3 Bidomain and monodomain simulations

This series of simulations is designed to evaluate the influence simplifications to the bidomain

framework have on the solutions that are produced. Again the homogeneous torso slice is

used with a conductivity of 0.22mS mm-I and the Noble 98 cellular model (see Section 2.6.4)

is used to model the ionic current processes with a standard set of cellular parameters. The

membrane capacitance , C^, is set to 0.01,ruF mm-2 and the surface to volume ratio, A-, is set

to 50.0mm-l . To ensure all of the recovery processes are captured, each of the simulations is

run for 500ms.

Starting with an isotropic monodomain model of the myocardium, additional features are added

to create a fi.rlly anisotropic bidomain model with fibre rotations. The different variations in the

cardiac model are now described where all of the conductivity values are chosen with the aim

of being as consistent as possible across the cardiac models.

Isotropic monodomain

The simplest of the cardiac models used is the isotropic monodomain model where an average

intracellular conductivity of 0.25mS mm-r is used. Because it is not possible to directly gen-

erate body surface potentials from a monodomain solution, multiple moving dipole sources are

used to generate body surface potentials from which timing information is then derived.

Anisotropic monodomain

Here the isotropic monodomain model is extended to include an anisotropic conductivity tensor

along with a full set of fibre rotations. The intracellular conductivity in the fibre direction is set

to be 0.4mS mm-1 and in the conductivity in the cross fibre direction is set to 0.1mS mm-r.
Dipole sources are again used to generate body surface signals.
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Isotropic bidomain

CHAPTER 7. COUPLED TORSO SIMULATIONS

An isotropic bidomain model has been created that uses the same intracellular conductivity

tensor as the isotropic monodomain model and has an isotropic extracellular conductivity of
0.2mS mm-1. The extracellular region of the bidomain is directly coupled to the isofropic torso

slice, which has a conductivity of 0.22mS mm-I.

Anisotropic V- with isotropic /,

The isotropic bidomain model is then modified by using the anisotropic intracellular conductiv-

ity tensor from the anisotropic monodomain model in conjunction with the isotropic extracellu-

lar conductivitv tensor.

Bidomain with equal anisotropy

Here a bidomain cardiac model is employed with equal anisotropy ratios in the intracellular

and extracellular domains along with the full microstructural model. The intracellular conduc-

tivity is set to be 0.4mS mm-1 in the fibre direction and 0.1333mS mm-1 in the cross fibre

directions while the extracellular conductiviW is set to 0.3mS mm-r in the fibre direction and

0.lmS mm-r in the cross fibre direction.

Anisotropic bidomain without fibre rotations

A fully anisotropic bidomain model with a default fibre direction is used for this simulation. The

default fibre direction is set up to lie along the first { direction of the governing finite elements

which results in circumferential fibres. The corrections that are normally used to account for

fibres not lying in the plane of the heart slice are not used for this solution. In the intracellular

domain, the conductivities are set to 0.4 and 0.1mS mm-r in the fibre and cross fibre directions

while the extracellular conductivities are 0.25 and 0.15mS mm-r.
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Anisotropic bidomain

The last and most complex cardiac model uses the fully anisotropic set of bidomain conduc-

tivities from the previous description and includes the full anatomically based microstructural

model with the out-of-plane corrections.

Figure 7.1 I shows the duration of both the QRS complex and the ST interval from all of the

cardiac models when activated with the same stimulus protocol.
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Figure 7.1 1: QRS and ST interval lengths for different cardiac models. The cardiac
models are l) isotropic monodomain, 2) anisotropic monodomain, 3)
isohopic bidomain, 4) anisotropic V* with isotropic 5", 5) bidomain
with equal anisotropy, 6) anisotropic bidomain without fibre rotation
and 7) fully anisotropic bidomain.

Significant differences are seen between the two monodomain simulations and the bidomain

simulations with the differences in the length of the QRS complex extending to more than 30ms.

This reiterates the results from Section 6.7.5 where the addition of an exfacellular domain

makes a sizeable difference to the conduction velocities. There are also differences between the

bidomain models but these are at most 8ms (less than 9%\ The maximum difference between

the ST intervals is only 7ms as it is the cellular model as opposed to the cardiac model that

predominantly determines the duration of the recovery process. Tabulated results for these

simulations can be found in Tables 8.3 and E.4. The stored activation times are plotted for four

of the models in Figwe 7.12.
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(a) Isotropic monodomain (b) Anisotropic monodomain

(c) Isotropic bidomain (d) Anisotropic bidomain

5.0 14.4 23.9 33.3 42.8 52.2 6r.7 71.1 80.6 90.0

Figure 7.t2: The top left figure (a) shows the cellular activation times from an
isotropic monodomain (5.0 - 61.5ms) and the top right figure (b)
shows the cellular activation times from an anisotropic monodomain
(5.4- 72.0ms). The boffom left figure (c) shows the cellular activation
times from an isotropic bidomain (6.0 - 83.0ms) and the bottom right
figure (d) shows the cellular activation times from a fully anisotropic
bidomain (6.0 - 90.0ms). The scale bar is in ms.
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These plots provide a graphical illustration of the timing differences that occur when a simpli-

fied model of the cardiac activation process is used. The inclusion of anisotropy and a good

microstructural model do make a noticeable difference to the activation times seen at the collo-

cation points, and with modern ionic current models looking to resolve more and more subtle

variations in cellular activity, the monodomain assumption for a distributed framework appears

to be unacceptable.

7.4 Dipole simulations

Three sets of simulations are nrn using dipole sources to approximate cardiac electrical activity.

The first series of simulations is designed to compare the differences in the solutions when

either one or multiple dipoles are used with both fixed and moving centres. The second series

compares each of the four dipole types with a fully coupled isotropic bidomain simulation on

the same mesh with the same parameters. Finally, a set of simulations is run to compare the

solutions obtained using multiple moving dipoles calculated from different cardiac models with

equivalent fully coupled solutions. For all of the simulations in this section, the dipole sources

are placed inside a boundary element cardiac region that is coupled to the torso model to create

the body surface potential traces.

7.4.1 Different types of dipole source

In Section 5.1, the formulation of four different equivalent dipole source models is described

through the use of either single or multiple dipoles with fixed or moving centres. Here any

differences in the body surface potential traces that result from these different dipole models are

investigated. The bidomain equations are solved on the cardiac slice which is isolated from the

passive torso and includes only isotropic conductivity tensors. The intracellular conductivity is

set to 0.25mS mm-l and the extracellular conductivity is set to 0.20mS mm-r while the active

cellular processes are described using the Noble 98 ionic current model (see Section 2.6.4). As

the cardiac geometry is described by 28 finite elements, the multiple dipole simulations use 28

regional dipoles to describe the activation. The resulting dipole sources are placed inside the

homogeneous torso slice with an isohopic heart region to generate body surface signals.
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To provide a method of comparing the generated signals, each of the simulations is compared

to the solution from the multiple moving dipole simulation at the 24 torso surface electrodes

illustrated in Figure 7.2. Signal values are compared at the point of maximal deflection within

the QRS complex and at the peak of the T wave. Two interval comparisons are also performed

using the duration of the QRS complex and the duration of the ST interval.

Because an identical heart mesh is used for all of the simulations, the timing of the events is the

same for each signal set. The maximal QRS deflection is located at 42ms after the start of the

simulation and the peak T is located at 385ms. The QRS complex lies between 6 and 98ms and

the ST interval lies between 98 and 427ms. The relative RMS differences between the signals

are shown in Figure 7.13 (a) and the correlation coefficient data is shown in Figure 7.13 (b).

Differences between the signals in tabulated form may be found in Tables (8.5){E.7).
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Figure 7.13: The differences between the different dipole source types when com-
pared to the multiple moving dipole case on the homogeneous slice
mesh with an isotropic bidomain

There are significant relative RMS differences between the single dipole and multiple dipole

simulations. These differences may be due to more cancellation occurring when the cellular

dipoles are summed to create the single dipole source as opposed to 28 regional dipoles. Can-

cellations of this nature would result in smaller body surface signals and therefore large relative

RMS differences. This can be seen graphically in Figure 7.14 where the signals from boundary

point 19 are displayed for a single and for multiple fixed dipoles. The single moving dipole

provides a better approximation of the multiple moving dipole case than a single fixed dipole.

The multiple fixed dipole case is well correlated with the multiple moving dipole case and also

One Fixed One Movine Mult. Fixed
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Figure 7.14: A body surface trace comparing one fixed and multiple fixed dipoles
on a two dimensional torso slice.

produces results that are of a similar magnitude. When there is only a single dipole, the ability

to move the dipole centre creates a significant improvementbut when there are 28 dipoles much

smaller differences are observed. This result is consistent with the limiting case that would

see the cellular dipoles placed inside the torso mesh. In this situation the dipole centres would

alwavs be static on a static mesh.

7,4.2 Different dipole source types vs. a coupled solution

The same isotropic bidomain model that is used in Section 7.4.1to generate the different dipole

sources is again used here to compare the results from each of the four dipole types with the

solution from an equivalent coupled isotropic solution. The cardiac region with the isotropic

bidomain model is directly assembled into the homogeneous torso slice while keeping all of
the same parameters as the dipole creation problems. The main difficulty that arises when

performing these comparisons is that the dipole scaling factor used (see Section 5.1) creates

body surface potentials that are significantly smaller than those that are created using the directly

coupled approach. The signals from the dipole source solutions are therefore scaled about zero

so they match the maximum absolute potential value from the coupled body surface signal set.

Figure 7.15 (a) shows the relative RMS differences between the scaled dipole solutions and the

coupled solution while Figure 7.15 (b) shows how the simulations are correlated. A tabular

version of these results can be found in Tables (E.8){E.1 1).

The scaling of the dipole source based potentials contributes to the small differences associated

with the maximum deflection of the QRS complex where the largest potentials lie. Even with the
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Figure 7.15: The differences between the four dipole types and a fully coupled so-

lution on the homogeneous slice mesh with an isohopic bidomain.

scaling, the relative RMS errors from the QRS integrals equate to greater than 50% differences

between any of the dipole models and the directly coupled model. With the single dipole cases

in particular, the electrodes where the minimum and maximum signal values occur are different

to those that result from a coupled approach. Again the multiple fixed and multiple moving

dipole cases generate similar results.

7.4.3 A dipole source compared to coupled bidomain solutions

In Sections 7.4.1 and7.4.2 an isotropic bidomain model is used to compare the different dipole

solutions. This section examines the other bidomain model variations described in Section 7.3,

examining the efficacy of the dipole source approximation for more complex cardiac models.

The multiple moving dipole source model from Section 7.4.2 is used for these simulations as

this model provides the approximation that is most comparable to the fully coupled solution.

The first of the cardiac bidomain models has an anisotropic intracellular and an isotropic ex-

tracellular conductivity tensor while the second model has equal anisotropy ratios. The third

model includes a fully anisotropic bidomain with no fibre rotations and the final model is fully
anisotropic including a full microstructural model. No monodomain models are tested because

it is not possible to directly generate body surface potentials using a monodomain approach.

For each cardiac model, one dipole source and one fully coupled simulation is run and compar-

isons are made between the two simulations. In all cases the magnitude of the dipole signals are

scaled about zero to match the largest absolute potential value from the coupled body surface

One Fixed One Moving Mult. Fixed Mult. Moving
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potentials. Figure 7.16 (a) shows the relative RMS differences between the dipole solutions and

the fully coupled solutions for each of the bidomain variations and Figure 7.16 (b) shows the

correlation coefficients. This information is presented in tabular form in Tables (E.12HE.15).

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model4

l'L rt I 
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Figure7.16: The differences between a dipole source approach and a fully cou-
pled approach using four cardiac bidomain models. Model t has an

anisotropic intracellular region and an isotropic extracellular region.
Model 2 has equal anisotropy ratios and Model 3 is anisotropic but has

no fibre rotations. Model4 is a fully anisotropic bidomain.

The dipole solutions appear to be reasonably well correlated with the coupled solutions but

there are large relative RMS differences. The high correlation coemcients relate to similar body

surface signal patterns. Given that the same cardiac model and stimulus sequence is used with

in each simulation pair, the timing of the features in the body surface traces should be similar

and the correlation coefficients from Figtre 7.16 support this. Again the dipole signal scaling

produces relatively low relative RMS differences between the maximum QRS deflections. De-

spite these similarities, in general large relative RMS differences are present and these figure

most prominently in the interval measures. The reason for this can be seen in Figure 7.17 where

the body surface potential traces from twelve of the surface electrodes are shown. Although

the timing of the QRS complex and the T wave is similar, the waveforms have different shapes.

The solutions created using the dipole source technique in these situations are the most accurate

when no fibre rotations are present and have the most trouble generating an accurate T wave.

Modell Model 2 Model 3 Model4
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Figure 7.17: Body surface potential traces using the fully anisotropic bidomain
model with multiple moving dipoles and a coupled solution from
twelve electrodes. The number of the electrode for each tace is given
in square brackets at the end of the vertical a:ris label.
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7.5 Torso load simulations
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The simulations in this section are designed to investigate the effects torso inhomogeneities have

on calculated body surface potential traces. The full torso slice mesh created in Section 2.2.1

and refined as detailed in Section 7.1 is used as the framework for the simulations. All of the

simulations are run with the Noble 98 ionic current model and the fully anisotropic bidomain

heart slice with fibre rotations. Two ventricular blood masses, represented by isotropic boundary

element regions, are included in the heart slice and both have a conductivity of 0.67mS mm-r.

All of the regions are assembled into the torso slice mesh for each simulation and the conduc-

tivity values are changed to effectively include or exclude specific features. The full mesh is

constructed such that the same 24 torso surface nodes are present in positions identical to those

shown in Figure 7 .2. The different torso mesh variations included in the testing procedure are

now outlined.

Homogeneous torso slice

A homogeneous torso slice is set up with an isotropic conductivity value of 0.22mS mm-r in
each of the torso regions extemal to the epicardial surface. All of the simulations run with

inhomogeneities are compared to this homogeneous torso case.

Torso slice with lungs

The two lung meshes within the torso slice are given an isotropic conductivity of 0.05mS mm -r

as the lungs are poor conductors. The other torso regions remain at 0.22mS mm-r.

Torso slice with a subcutaneous fat laver

Here the lungs are returned to their original homogeneous conductivity value and the subcuta-

neous fat layer is given an isotropic conductivity value of 0.04mS mm-l as fat is also a poor

conductor.
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Torso slice with an isotropic skeletal muscle layer

An isotropic skeletal muscle layer is included in the homogeneous torso with a conductivity

of 0.3mS mm-l. This value is an average of the along and cross fibre conductivities from the

anisotropic skeletal muscle case.

Torso slice with an anisotropic skeletal muscle layer

For this simulation, the isotropic skeletal muscle layer is updated to have a conductivity of
0.52mS mm-1 in the fibre direction and 0.076mS mm-r in the cross fibre direction. The fibre

direction is defined to be circumferential for all of the finite elements in the muscle laver.

Torso slice with subcutaneous fat and skeletal muscle layers

Here both the isotropic subcutaneous fat layer and the anisotropic skeletal muscle layer are

included in the torso slice with the conductivity values previously described.

Full inhomogeneous torso slice

For the final simulation in this section, all of the inhomogeneities are included in the torso slice.

The torso cavity (defined to be the space external to the epicardium and the lungs but inside the

inner skeletal muscle surface) retains the original conductivity value of 0.22mS mm-1.

The epicardial iteration method described in Section 5.2 is used to provide the coupling between

the cardiac region and the torso across the epicardial surface. The blood masses are directly

assembled into the extracellular matrix leaving a fixed point iteration across only the epicardial

surface. The iteration parameters are chosen based on the tests performed in Section 6.8.2 and

the tolerances for the convergence process are set to be 0.1 for both the potential and boundary

flux variables. The a1 relaxation parameter is set to 0.0 and the 02 parameter is set to 0.4 as

these parameters provide the fastest convergence on the unrefined slice. Figure 7.18 illustrates

the number of iterations that are required to achieve a converged solution over time for the

torso slice containing all of the inhomogeneities. In general the number of iterations appears
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Figure 7.18: The number of iterations needed to achieve convergence on the fully
inhomogeneous torso mesh.

to follow the magnitude of the body surface signal strength as the more iterations are required

during the QRS complex and the T wave than are required during the intervening times. The

same four features are again employed to quanti$ any differences with the maximum QRS

deflection located at 42ms after the start of the simulation and the peak of the T wave located

at 386ms. The QRS integral is between 6 and 102ms while the ST integral lies between 102

and 433ms. The relative RMS differences between each of the inhomogeneous torso slices and

the homogeneous torso solution are shown in Figure 7.19 (a) and (c) while the correlations

between the signal sets are shown in Figure 7.19 (b) and (d). Tabulated results may be found in

Tables (E.16){E.21).

It can be seen that while there are sizeable changes in the magnitude of the signals produced by

the addition of the various inhomogeneities, there is little change in the pattern of the signals

resulting in high correlation coefficients for all of the simulations. These findings are consistent

with the findings of Bradley (1998) and Klepfer, Johnson & Macleod (1997) who also report

well correlated signals. One of the most interestingresults here are the differences thatresult

when changing from an isotropic to an anisotropic skeletal muscle layer. The anisotropic muscle

layer causes potential changes of greater than 2570 whereas the isotropic muscle layer causes

changes of less than 10%. Adding all of the inhomogeneities causes a greater than 30% change

in the magnitude of the maximum QRS deflection but the signals are still highly correlated. It
is suspected that larger changes may be apparent in three dimensions as the torso then provides

a much larger volume for the currents originating from the cardiac region to diffirse into. The

differences in the calculated activation times between the simulations are only of the order of a

few milliseconds.

at
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Figure 7.19: The differences between body surface signals when different inhomo-
geneous torso solutions are compared to a homogeneous torso solution.
In the top figures (a), (b) the included inhomogeneities are either a pair
of lungs, a fat layer or an isotropic muscle layer. In the lower figures
(c), (d) the included inhomogeneities are either an anisotropic muscle
layeq muscle and fat layers or all of the inhomogeneities together.
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There have been several experimental studies performed that investigate the effects the torso

inhomogeneities have on epicardial potentials. Figure 7.20 demonstrates the influence the dif-

ferent torso inhomogeneities have on the epicardial potentials as a result of this series of sim-

ulations. Signals are recorded at 16 sites that are approximately evenly spaced around the epi-

cardial surface during each simulation, and these signals are used to quantiff any differences in

the epicardial potentials.
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Figure 7.20: The differences between epicardial signals when different inhomoge-
neous torso solutions are compared to a homogeneous torso solution.
In the top figures (a), (b) the included inhomogeneities are either a pair
of lungs, a fat layer or an isotropic muscle layer. In the lower figwes
(c), (d) the included inhomogeneities are either an anisotropic muscle
layer, muscle and fat layers or all of the inhomogeneities together.
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On the epicardium, changes in the conductivity of the torso have little effect on the activation

sequence in the heart as is illustrated by the very high correlation coefficients in Figure 7.20.

The peak signal magnitudes do, however, change significantly as is also observed on the torso

surface. The lungs appear to have a larger relative influence on the epicardial potentials than

they have on the torso surface potentials, creating a 77% change in the maximum deflection.

Including all of the torso inhomogeneities creates peak QRS deflections that differ by 26% from

the homogeneous torso case. These results are consistent with published experimental results.

Macleod, Taccardi & Lux (1994) placed a perfused dog heart into a tank that was in the shape

of a human torso and was filled with electrolyte. The recorded epicardial potential magnitudes

changed by 50% when the electrolyte conductivity was doubled, and introducing a pair of bal-

loon insulators near the heart to represent the lungs produced changes in the epicardial potential

magnitude of between 8.1 and 20.6%. Throughout these experiments the epicardial activation

pattern was stable. In another study, Akiyama, Richeson, Ingram & Oravec (1978) noted that

placing saline soaked gavze pads on an exposed porcine epicardium significantly reduced the

magnitudes of the epicardial potentials. Contact between the epicardium and other conductive

tissues within the torso also produced a reduction in the epicardial potential magnitudes. Green,

Taccardi, Ershler & Lux (1991) measured the epicardial potentials on an isolated, perfused

canine heart and also reported no significant changes in the epicardial activation pattem but sig-

nificant reductions in the magnitude of the epicardial potentials when the heart was moved from

an insulating medium to a conducting medium.

Figure 7.21 shows the transmembrane and extracellular potential distributions at different time

points during a fully coupled simulation with a fully anisotropic bidomain and a homogeneous

torso. Figure 7.22 then shows the extracellular and extramyocardial fields over time from the

same simulation. Figure 7.23 shows the extramyocardial fields on the lungs, the subcutaneous

fat and the skeletal muscle layers to better show the potential field within the torso.

7.6 Stimulus site variation

The simulations in this section are designed to examine any changes that occur in the body

surface potential traces that result from different initial stimulation sites. The three main stim-

ulation sites selected are in the centre of the septum, in the left ventricular free wall and in the

right ventricular free wall as is shown in blue in Figure 7.24. From each site, additional stimu-

lus sites are defined 10 and 20mm from the initial site along the centre of the goveming finite
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Figure 7 .2t: The transmembrane (left figures) and exfracellular (right figures) po-
tential fields over time from a fully anisotropic bidomain cardiac region
coupled to a homogeneous torso. The scale bar is in mV.
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Figure 7.22: The extracellular and extamyocardial potential fields over time from
a fully anisotopic bidomain cardiac region coupled to a homogeneous
torso. The scale bar is in mV.
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Figue 7.23: Tlnre extramyocardial potential fields over time from a fully anisotopic
bidomain cardiac region coupled to a homogeneous torso. The scale

bar has been tuncated and is in mV.
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elements in both the clockwise and anticlockwise directions. These displacements are designed

to be circumferential with respect to the cardiac slice mesh. Each of the stimulus sites extends

the fulIwidth of the mvocardium.

Figure 7 .24: The different stimulus sites used to assess the change in body surface
potentials. The blue points represent the central stimulus sites, the
green points are then plus or minus 10mm and the red points are plus

or minus 20mm alons the midwall.

The Noble 98 ionic current model is again used to represent cellular electrical activity and the

full bidomain model with fibre rotations is used to model the myocardial region. In each case

100pA mm-3 is injected to produce a propagating action potential. The homogeneous torso

slice is directly assembled with the extracellular bidomain region and the two ventricular re-

gions to create a continuous torso model. A total of 15 simulations are run, producing cellular

activation times and body surface potential traces. The activation times from each of the sep-

tal stimulus sites are drawn in Figure 7.25 where the [)mm case refers to the central stimulus

site, positive displacements refer to clockwise movements and negative displacements refer to

anticlockwise movements. Equivalent activation time plots are shown in Figure 7.26 for the

left ventricular free wall activation sites and in Fisure 7.27 for the rieht ventricular free wall

activation sites.

In all cases the activation wave propagates smoothly throughout the myocardium. Some timing

differences may be seen within each set of simulations but there are more noticeable differ-

ences between the simulations with the septal stimulation sites providing the shortest range of
activation times followed by the left ventricular and then right ventricular stimulation sites. To

compare the body surface signals generated by shifting the stimulus sites from the cenhal lo-

cations, all of the timing information is taken from the central case. For the septal stimulus,
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Figure 7.25: Activation times from different septal stimulus sites. Positions are de-

fined clockwise from the central septal stimulus and the scale bar is in
ms.

the QRS interval lies between 5 and 196ms with the peak QRS deflection at 100ms. The ST

interval then lies between 196 and 540ms with the peak of the T wave at 445ms. The central

simulation in the left ventricular free wall gives a QRS interval between 5 and 201ms with the

peak deflection at 102rns. The ST interval lies between 201 and 562ms with the peak T wave

again at 445ms. The simulations from the right ventricular free wall are compared with a QRS

interval between 5 and 210ms, the peak QRS deflection at 139ms, the ST interval between 210

and 570ms and the peak T wave at 491ms. Graphs illustrating the relative RMS differences and

correlation coefficients as each of the stimulus sites is moved are shown in Figure 7.28 for the

peak QRS deflection, in Figure 7.29 for the peak of the T wave, in Figure 7.30 for the QRS

interval and in Figure 7 .31 for the ST interval. This information is presented in tabular form in

Appendices 8.7-8.9.

Across all of the plots, displacements within the septum create much larger body swface poten-

tial changes than the free wall displacements. In general the right ventricular free wall stimuli

have slightly more influence than the left ventricular free wall stimuli. Within the single time

point measures (peak QRS deflection and peak T wave) all of the displacements produce size-

able relative RMS differences, but only a small number of the simulations produce the small

correlation coefficients that indicate differences in the pattern of activation. More definite pat-

terns emerge from the interval comparisons (QRS complex and ST interval) where for all of the

central stimulus sites, the displacements produce fairly symmetrical results. The relative RMS

differences increase almost linearly with the displacements and the correlation coefficients ap-

pear to decrease quadratically. Body surface potential traces from every second body surface

electrode are shown in Figure 7.32 where the main stimulation site is in the right ventricular

free wall and the other traces are from the two 20mm displacements.
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(a) +20mm (b) +10mm
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Figure 7.26: Activation times from different left ventricular free wall stimulus sites.

Positions are defined clockwise from the central stimulus site and the
scale bar is in rns.

From these simulations it is proposed that when seeking to localise an abnormal stimulus site

from body surface potential traces, as is the case in the inverse problem ofelectrocardiology, the

area of the myocardium in which the stimulus is located may define how easily and accurately

the stimulus site is found. Where a 5mm displacement in the septum gives rise to large body

surface potential differences, a 5mm displacement in the left ventricular free wall gives only

small changes and so a much better model may be required to isolate a left ventricular free

wall stimulus to within 5mm. This result appears at first to be counter-intuitive as for a general

inverse problem the fuither away something is, the harder it is to localise. Using this logic, the

septal area should be the hardest place to localise an ectopic stimulus site. What appears to be

happening in these simulations is that moving the stimulus within the septum produces changes

in the global activation pattern that are larger than when the stimulus is moved within the left

ventricular free wall. These activation pattern changes translate to observable differences in the

body surface potential traces.

One further comparison can be made to examine the differences between each of the central

stimulus sites. Traces from one electrode in Figure 7.33 show the body surface potentials over

time for each of the three central stimulus sites. From this figure it can be seen that significant

differences exist between the traces generated from the three central stimulus sites. Because of
the large timing differences between the various featwes it is not practical to select the time of

the peak QRS deflection or the peak T wave across all of the signals. For this reason only the

interval comparisons are used with the QRS interval lying between 5 and 210ms while the ST

interval lies between 210 and 570ms. The relative RMS differences and correlation coefficients

from these comparisons are shown in Figure 7.34 and in Table E.10.
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(a) -20mm (b) -10mm (c) Omm (d) *10mm (e) +20mm

Figure 7.27: Activation times from different right ventricular free wall stimulus
sites. Positions are defined clockwise relative to the central stimulus
site and the scale bar is in ms.

The numerical comparisons follow what is illustrated in Figure 7.33 where in general the left

ventricular trace moves in the opposite direction to the other two traces leading to large relative

RMS differences and negative correlation coefficients. The magnitude of the differences indi-

cate that in these cases the three different stimulus sites can be classified by their body surface

potentials. Whereas moving the stimulus site within the left ventricular free wall produces the

smallest differences on the body surface, here the left ventricle produces the most unique signals

out of the three locations.

These simulations have shown that stimulation sites in different regions of the heart do produce

different body surface potential traces indicating that it is possible to characterise a stimulus

site from information gained at the body surface. The question then becomes one of resolution,

where sub-millimetre accuracies are unlikely to be possible anyvhere in the heart. Localisations

to within 5 to 10mm however, do seem reasonable. While it may be possible to localise a single

stimulus site, cardiac conditions that have more than one activation site are much harder to

predict as any number of multiple stimulus site combinations can produce almost identical body

surface potential traces.
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Figure 7.28: Comparisons between body surface signal sets as the initial stimula-
tion site is moved through 20mm clockwise (+ve) and anticlockwise
(-ve). Here the comparisons are performed at the point of peak QRS
deflection.
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Figure 7 .29: Comparisons between body surface signal sets as the initial stimulation
site is moved through 20mm clockwise (+ve) and anticlockwise (-ve).
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Figure 7.30: Comparisons between body surface signal sets as the initial stimulation
site is moved through 20mm cloclavise (+ve) and anticloclavise (-ve).

Here the comparisons are performed with integrated signals from the

QRS complex.
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Figure 7.31: Comparisons between body surface signal sets as the initial stimulation
site is moved through 20mm clockwise (+ve) and anticlockwise (-ve).

Here the comparisons are perfbrmed with integrated signals from the
ST interval.
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Figure 7.32: Shown are 12 of the 24body surface traces from a stimulation in the
middle of the right ventricular free wall along with traces from stimu-
lations 20mm clockwise and 20mm anticlockwise.
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Figure 7.33: Potential taces at electrode 22 from each of the cenfral stimulus sites.
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7.7 Computational meshes in three dimensions

The finite element geometry of the ventricles is represented in rectangular Cartesian space by

96 nodes that are connected by 40 elements. Cubic Hermite interpolation is used in the cir-

cumferential and azimuthal directions while linear interpolation is used transmurally. Seven

collocation schemes are created and each element is assigned a scheme based both on its size

and its connections. Approximately 260,000 points are created in total at an average spatial

resolution of 1.23mm. (It is possible to use more than double this number of points for mon-

odomain simulations but this represents around the largest bidomain problem that will solve in

a reasonable length of time at this point). Figr.re 7.35 shows the collocation points created in

the heart at the final resolution.

Figure 7.35: Collocation points (blue) created over the three dimensional heart
mesh.

When using a standard collocation scheme, problems arise because near the apex because the

collocation points become very close together in global space and these points require a restric-

tively small time step to maintain numerical stability. This problem arises because although

the collocation points are evenly distributed in { space, they are close together in global space.

At the point of the apex itself, there is only one azimuthal local element { direction so trying

to take a step in both the positive and negative azimuthal { directions to calculate a derivative

is not possible. Because the apical finite elements are collapsed, the collocation points created

along the collapsed edge are currently interpolated to the same location in global space meaning

that for these points, a step in the circumferential { direction equates to a step of zero length in

global space and this creates problems with the domain metrics. For these reasons the apical

elements have been removed from the current heart mesh. Collocation schemes are currently
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under development that deal with these collapsed elements by creating new solution templates

that produce more regularly spaced points in global space and deal with the collapsed elements.

Included in the cardiac description is the full anatomically based laminar fibrous microstructural

model. In the intracellular domain an orthotropic conductivity tensor is defined with conduc-

tivities of 0.6, 0.25 and 0.15mS mm-r in the fibre, sheet and cross sheet directions respectively

as is demonstrated in Figwe 7.36. In the extracellular domain the conductivities are set to

Figure 7.36: Conductivity scaled vectors along the microstructural axes. The blue
vector represents a conductivity of 0.6mS T--t in the fibre direction,
the green vector represents 0.25mS mm-' in the sheet direction and

the red vector represents 0.15mm-1 in the cross sheet direction.

0.35mS mm-r in the fibre direction, 0.3mS mm-r in the sheet plane and 0.25mS mm-r in the

cross sheet direction.

Three initial stimulus sites are used to initiate a propagating action potential in the absence of a

specialised ventricular conduction system. These points are designed to reproduce the earliest

sites of activation from Durrer et al. (1970) that are also used by Huiskamp (1998). At the start

of the simulations current is injected for two milliseconds into the centre of the left ventricular

septal wall. Between 5 and 7ms current is injected into the anterior left ventricular endocardium

and between 15 and 17ms the final current is injected into the anterior right venhicular endo-

cardium. In all cases the magnitude of the stimulus cu:rent is 25pA flil-3, and the three sites

are shown in Figure 7.37.

A refined boundary element torso mesh is used to solve for the body surface potentials that result

from the equivalent cardiac dipoles. The torso consists of a cardiac region, two lung regions

and a torso cavity and all of the surfaces are constructed from bicubic Hermite elements. The

cardiac region is described by 1120 elements with a conductivity of 0.3mS mm-r, each lung

is described by 320 elements each with a conductivity of 0.05mS mm-r, and the torso cavity

region is described by 2816 elements with a conductivity of 0.22mS mm-r. The torso reference

potential is set in the lower right anterior section of the torso surface as is demonstrated in

Figure 7.38.
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Figure 7.37:The three stimulus sites (shown as red spheres) used in the three di-
mensional heart mesh.

Figure 7.38: The final refined three dimensional boundary element torso mesh used

for these simulations. The red sphere at the lower left of the image
shows the location of the torso reference potential.
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Fully coupled simulations in three dimensions

At present, the computational resources available are not sufficient to solve for even an isolated

heart at a converged resolution, let alone a heart fully coupled to a torso. Based on the models

used in this section, to achieve a collocation point resolution equivalent to the two dimensional

slice requires more than 56 million collocation points. To store just the solution matrix non-

zeros and the cellular parameters from the Noble 98 ionic current model requires over 70GB

of memory and on top of this there are the point coordinates and domain metrics, stimulus

information, and otherworking:urays. Temporally a time step of 0.02ms is likely to be required

for 500ms where at each time step two 56 million square matrices need solving and more than

1.6 billion cellular equations need updating. To directly couple a torso to this cardiac region

requires around 150000 boundary elements on the myocardial surfaces and an appropriately

refined torso. The myocardial boundary elements alone create dense matrix regions that need

more than 160G8 of memory to store. Some improvements to these figures may be possible

with the incorporation of adaptive meshing techniques.

7.7.1 Simulations in three dimensions

Four large simulations are run in three dimensions, two using a monodomain cardiac model

with the orthotropic intracellular conductivity tensor described in Section 7 .7, and two using

a bidomain model with orthotropic intracellular and extracellular conductivity tensors. Within

each of these cardiac models, both the defibrillation Beeler-Reuter and the Noble 98 cellular

models are used. A time step of 0.02ms is used for all simulations. The transmembrane potential

field over time that results from using the Noble 98 cellular model with the monodomain cardiac

model is shown in Figure 7.39.

Because it is not currently feasible to fully couple the three dimensional cardiac geometry and

the passive torso (for the reasons illustrated in the previous section), each of the cardiac model

variations are solved in isolation. From these simulations, equivalent cardiac dipole sources

are calculated using multiple dipoles with static centres to create a 40 dipole representation of
cardiac activation. These dipoles are then placed inside the cardiac region of the passive torso

and the torso problem is solved over time to generate body surface potential traces. Traces are

recorded at 103 electrodes that are approximately evenly distributed over the torso surface and

these traces are used to quantifli the differences between the cardiac models. The results of
these simulations are shown in Figure 7.40.
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(a) 25ms (b) 50ms (c) 75ms (d) 100ms (e) 125ms

(f) 150ms (g) 175ms (h) 200ms (i) 225ms f) 250ms

(k) 275ms (l) 300ms (m) 325ms (n) 350ms (o) 375ms

(q) 425ms (r) 450ms

Figure 7.39: The transmembrane potential field (scale bar in mV) from the Noble 98
ionic current model in the three dimensional monodomain heart over
time.
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Figure 7 .40: The length of the QRS complex and the ST interval for different car-

diac models in three dimensions. All of the cardiac models feature
anisotropic conductivities. The cardiac models displayed are 1) mon-
odomain with defibrillation Beeler-Reuter cells, 2) monodomain with
Noble 98 cells, 3) bidomain with defibrillation Beeler-Reuter cells, and

4) bidomain with Noble 98 cells.

The results from Figure 7.40 parallel those demonstrated in two dimensions where the two

cellular models produce different QRS complex and ST interval durations. These results are

presented in tabular form in Appendix E.6. The difference between the QRS complex durations

from each cellular model is 11ms for the monodomain simulations and 14ms for the bidomain

simulations. The ST duration differences are 85ms for the monodomain simulations and 96rns

for the bidomain simulations. The monodomain simulations produce QRS durations that are

significantly (33.6% and 32.3%) shorter than is seen in the equivalent bidomain simulations

but the ST interval durations are similar (1.8% and 1.6%) between the cardiac models. These

trends can also be seen in the activation times that were calculated durine the simulations and

are shown in Table 7.1.

Model Earliest activation time I Latest activation time

Monodomain/defib Beeler-Reuter
MonodomainA{oble 98

Bidomain/defi b Beeler-Reuter
BidomainA.,loble 98

0.82ms
1.16ms

0.78ms
1.28ms

58.92ms
69.64ms
90.04ms
82.8ms

Table 7.1: The earliest and latest calculated cellular activation times from the four
cardiac models tested in three dimensions.
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Figure 7.41 shows the body surface potential fields at various time points that are the result

of an equivalent cardiac source. The source is created from a bidomain cardiac region with

defibrillation Beeler-Reuter cells. Figure 7.42 shows the potential fields at the same times and

on the same scale but using the Noble 98 cellular model within the bidomain framework. These

two figures show graphically that there are large differences in the timing and magnitude of the

T wave while smaller differences are observed during the QRS complex.

Figure 7.43 shows 11 of the body surface potential traces that are calculated from an anisotropic

bidomain cardiac model combined with the Noble 98 cellular model. This set of traces includes

the elecfiode with the largest magnitude (electrode 82).
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(a) 15ms (b) 25ms (c) 35ms (d) 45ms

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
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Figrrre 7.41: The potential field through time on the body surface that results from
a bidomain cardiac region with defibrillation Beeler-Reuter cells. The
colour bar is in mV and has been tnncated to be the same as Fig-
we7.42.
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(D 65ms

(i) 95ms O 295ms (k) 305ms (l) 315ms

(p) 435ms (q) 450ms (r) 465ms

-0.114 -0.079 -0.0.13 -0.008 0.028 0.063

Figure 7 .42: The potential field through time on the body surface that results from a

bidomain cardiac region with Noble 98 cells. The colour bar is in mV
and has been truncated,to 25% of the maximum signal values.
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Noble 98 cellular model in three dimensions. Here every 10t'r trace is
drawn based around the trace with the largest magnitude (electrode 82)
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axis label.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and future work

The research in this thesis has developed a generalised framework in which the forward problem

of electrocardiography can be solved from cellular electrical activity through to potentials on

the body surface. The techniques developed here allow the potential fields and current flows

to be continuous across all of the spatial scales involved and at all points in the torso. At the

smallest spatial scale, existing models of cellular electrical activity have been converted to a

set of units that are both consistent between the models and consistent with the distributed

modelling framework. The cell models used here range from a very simple polynomial model

through to one of the latest biophysically based models.

In the cardiac region, the bidomain equations are used to represent the spread of electrical activ-

ity. Here a finite element based collocation scheme is developed to solve the bidomain equations

in one, two and three dimensions. Because the collocation points are created in the material

space within each of the finite elements that describe the cardiac region, this solution method

can be used on deforming meshes and in several different coordinate systems. Included in the

bidomain framework is the ability to describe a fully orthotropic conductivity tensor based on

the underlying microstructure in each of the two cardiac domains. Each of the collocationpoints

also represents a continuum cardiac cell and contains a cell model to describe local electrical

activity. Any of the parameters from any of the cell models can vary spatially throughout the

cardiac region.

The passive regions of the torso are modelled using a generalised Laplace equation and are

discretised using finite elements for electrically inhomogeneous regions and boundary elements
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for homogeneous regions. In either case cubic Hermite basis functions can be used to provide

geometries and solutions that are Cr continuous. This framework also allows multiple separate

or coupled passive torso problems to be run concurrently.

Traditional approaches to solving the forward problem of electrocardiology involve a two step

process. First the cardiac model is solved in isolation to create equivalent cardiac sources and

then these sources are placed into a passive torso to calculate body surface potentials. This

approach does not guarantee current or potential continuity across the myocardial surfaces and

ignores the effect the passive torso load has on the myocardial activation. In line with this ap-

proach, the facility to create equivalent cardiac sources has been added, where regional dipoles

are calculated by the summation of cellular dipoles. Either single or multiple dipoles can be

created with either static or dynamic centres, and these can be scaled according to the local tis-

sue conductivities or by an arbitrary factor. The resulting dipole sources are then placed inside a

boundary element heart region within the torso and can be evaluated over time to generate body

surface potentials.

To overcome the inadequacies in the traditional approach, two new coupling techniques are

developed that ensure both the potential fields and current flows are continuous across the my-

ocardial surfaces. The first coupling technique is known as iterative coupling and uses a fixed

point iteration to impose the continuity conditions across each myocardial surface. With this

approach each of the regions coupled to the myocardium (often two ventricular regions and

the torso cavity) and the cardiac region are solved as separate problems. The second coupling

technique is known as direct coupling and assembles all of the torso regions along with the ex-

tracellular bidomain region into the same system of equations. The equations are coupled using

continuity conditions so that when the resulting coupled matrix is solved, the solution is auto-

matically continuous throughout the solution domain. These techniques can also be combined,

using direct coupling across some myocardial surfaces while iterating across others.

To ensure there is a strong basis on which to develop these new coupling techniques, the finite

and boundary element methods used in the passive torso, and the bidomain implementation used

in the cardiac region, are all extensively tested in isolation. All of these methods consistently

produce accurate results and demonstrate convergence with mesh refinement in a wide range

of situations. Following this testing, the coupling techniques are tested, first against an analytic

solution where possible, and then to demonstrate the convergence of the methods while showing

that both of the new techniques produce the same results. It has been found from this testing

that directly assembling the ventricular regions creates a matrix with approximately three times
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more non-zeros than an isolated extracellular collocation matrix. Directly assembling all of the

passive regions creates a matrix with nine times more non-zeros than are present in the isolated

case. Despite this, in most situations the computational overhead associated with the iteration

process sees the directly coupled approach producing identical results in a significantly shorter

period of time. The iterative coupling technique also has the disadvantage that it can be unstable

under some circumstances, and requires relaxation parameters to be used when the boundary

conditions are updated to allow smaller steps to be taken towards a converged solution.

The fully coupled framework is used to perform a wide range of simulations on a transverse

two dimensional slice through a human male torso, examining the effects of altering the models

on each of the spatial scales involved. At the finest spatial scale, each of the cellular models is

placed in turn into the cardiac region and simulations are run to generate body surface potential

traces (while keeping all of the other parameters constant). These results show that the choice

of ionic current model does have a significant impact on the nature of the resulting body surface

signals. There is a27% difference in the duration of the QRS complex between the fastest and

slowest models and, a 52To difference in the duration of the ST interval, which represents the

recovery of the myocardium.

These tests are followed by an examination of the effects of different cardiac models on the

coupled framework. Several variations of the bidomain framework are tested and the maxi-

mum activation time difference is 8.3% between an isotropic bidomain and a fully anisotropic

bidomain. When the full bidomain simulation is compared to both an equivalent isotropic mon-

odomain simulation and an equivalent anisotropic monodomain simulation, the differences in

activation times are 35% and 21% respectively. From these results it appears that employing the

monodomain assumption may introduce a large amount of error into the solutions that are ob-

tained. Under some non-physiological conditions, such as prescribing equal anisotropy ratios,

it is possible to adjust the monodomain conductivities to represent bidomain propagation. This

requires that the conductivities move outside their normal physiological range. In the physical

situation the intracellular domain is significantly more anisohopic than the extracellular domain

and under these conditions no amount of monodomain conductivity adjustment will ever be able

to reproduce properly the propagation of a full bidomain.

Comparisons are made between the equivalent cardiac source approach, implemented here with

dipole sources, and equivalent fully coupled solutions. Using a standard tissue conductiv-

ity based scaling factor, the dipole source approach produces potentials that are significantly

smaller than the fully coupled approach. These signals are then scaled about zero so the maxi-
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mum body surface potential value across all of the signals is the same. Despite this scaling, the

dipoles are unable to accurately reproduce the fully coupled solutions. While in general most

of the signal sets are reasonably well correlated, most simulations produce one of more magni-

tude difference measures over 60%. Consistent with the main aim of this thesis, these results

clearly demonstrate the importance of using a fully coupled approach as opposed to an equiva-

lent source approximation. The differences in the body surface waveforms between the coupled

and uncoupled approaches would be more than enough to be considered clinically significant.

These results add weight to the argument that the two step equivalent cardiac source approach

that is traditionally adopted is in fact inadequate and cannot reproduce cardiac electrical activ-

ity. These results also add weight to the argument against monodomain based solutions as they

are restricted to use equivalent cardiac sources to generate body surface potentials, having made

assumptions about the composition of the extracellular domain.

At the coarsest spatial scale, simulations are performed to quanti$ the consequences of in-

cluding different torso inhomogeneities to an initially homogeneous torso mesh. As has been

the case with other modelling investigations of this nature, these tests produced well correlated

signals. When comparing a homogeneous torso to a torso that includes a pair of lungs, an

anisotropic skeletal muscle layer and an isotropic subcutaneous fat layer, the magnitude of the

body surface signals changes by over 30%. The single largest influence is seen when adding the

anisotropic skeletal muscle layer and the smallest differences are observed when an isotropic

muscle layer is added.

These simulations have shown that at each spatial scale, the modelling assumptions that are

made have a major impact on the outcomes of the simulations.

All of the simulations summarised up to this point have used a stimulation protocol designed to

reproduce a normal activation sequence. Many cardiac problems occur because for some reason

this activation sequence is disrupted and therefore a further series of simulations is run looking

at different stimulus sites and how these manifest themselves in the body surface signals. Large

differences are apparent when comparing the body surface signals that result from a line stimu-

lus across the septal wall to signals resulting from a stimulus in either the left or right ventricular

free wall. When moving the stimulus site within the septum, noticeable differences occur on

the body surface, but an equivalent displacement in the left ventricular free wall produces much

smaller body surface potential differences. (Displacements in the right ventricular free wall

produce results between these extremes). This implies that localising an ectopic stimulus site

within the left ventricular free wall to within a set accuracy may be more difficult than local-
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ising a septal stimulus site if the localisation is done through analysing body surface signals.

While it may be possible to isolate a single stimulus, different sets of multiple stimulus sites

may combine to produce equivalent body surface potentials making this a much more difficult

problem to overcome.

Due to the massive computational requirements that are necessary to solve fully coupled prob-

lems in three dimensions, here the equivalent dipole source approach is used to generate body

surface signals for the large scale three dimensional problems. While three dimensional cou-

pling is not yet feasible, with the current growth rates in both processor speed and memory size,

it is envisaged that computers capable of solving these large problems will become available in a

three to five year time frame. Simulations are run on an isolated heart in three dimensions using

both a bidomain and a monodomain approach. Because of computational issues in the collapsed

elements of the apex, the top two thirds of the ventricles are used in these simulations. Work

to extend the collocation framework to cope with arbitrarily collapsed elements is currently in

progress and should be completed in the near future. Within the cardiac model, the defibril-

lation Beeler-Reuter and the Noble 98 ionic current models are employed. Equivalent cardiac

sources are created and these are placed inside a refined torso that includes a pair oflungs and a

cardiac region. The results of these three dimensional simulations mirror the results obtained in

two dimensions. With both of the cellular models, the monodomain simulations produce QRS

complex durations that are significantly different to the equivalent bidomain simulations, but

both the monodomain and bidomain simulations produce similar ST interval durations. With

the defibrillation Beeler-Reuter model, the QRS duration is 33.6% different and the ST duration

is 1.8% different. These figures are 32.3% andl.6% for the Noble 98 model.

There are also differences in the activation times produced by the two ionic ctnrent models. The

defibrillation Beeler-Reuter model takes 89.3ms to activate all of the collocation points in the

myocardium using a bidomain framework while the Noble 98 model takes 81.1ms.

8.L Future directions

The list of features that can be added is at least as long as the list of achievements that have

been made to date. The two most important ingredients for advancing modelling in this area

are the continual improvements in computing power, and the development of improved adap-

tive solution algorithms. As more powerful computational resources become available, greater
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amounts of realism and therefore complexity can be included in the models. When the resources

allow it, the coupling techniques described here can be readily extended to problems in three

dimensions.

In two dimensions, the next step in the modelling process is to extend the coupling framework

to allow defibrillation shocks to be applied at the surface of the torso. In three dimensions the

Purkinje fibre model needs to be investigated in depth to provide realistic activation sequences

in both normal and diseased hearts. There also remains a problem at the apex of the heart

where the finite elements collapse to a single line creating several computational issues. Work

is currently underway to overcome this problem.

This framework has been developed with the intention of making it relatively easy to add more

complicated models as they become available. In the foreseeable future, the cell models will
model metabolic and mechanical processes along with electrical activity. This leads to the

inclusion of a fully coupled electro-mechanics framework within the torso, using the coupling

techniques developed here. Already any of the cellular parameters can vary spatially, but more

information on which ones should vary and how they should be varied is needed to make proper

use of this feature. Within the torso, many more inhomogeneities can be added as all of the

components in the torso will affect the signals to some degree. This framework could then be

used to assist in the validation of inverse algorithms under a variety of physiological conditions.

The ultimate goal is therefore to extend the framework to the point at which it can simulate a

normal heart beat in three dimensions to allow testing against real patient data. From there,

modifications can be made that look at the effects of a drug interacting with a receptor or a

protein mutation within an ion channel. These small scale effects can be placed into a cell model

and then into an organ model in order to study the global changes that occur. Another large area

of future research is to study the effect of regional heterogeneities, such as the inclusion of
ischemic regions. These local regions that have altered electrical and mechanical properties

can have global consequences in terms of cardiac function. Already computers are becoming

available to us that are 10 times faster than the current system, and so it is only a matter of time

before much larger, more complex simulations are possible.
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8.2 Upcomingpublications

The following papers are in the process of being published in peer reviewed journals and build

on the work and ideas described in this thesis. The first paper details the derivation and imple-

mentation of the collocation method that is used in the cardiac region. Included in the paper are

examples of solutions on deforming domains.

Buist, M. L., Sands, G. B., Hunter, P. J., & Pullan, A. J., 'A Deformable Finite

Element Derived Finite Difference Method for Cardiac Activation Problems', sub-

mitted to Annals of Biomedical Engineering.

The next paper describes the two new coupling techniques used to couple the cardiac region to

the torso. It contains examples that demonstrate the accuracy and convergence of these tech-

niques with mesh refinement.

Buist, M. L., & Pullan, A. J., 'Torso Coupling Techniques for the Forward Problem

of Electrocardiology', to be submitted to Annals of Biomedical Engineering.

The third paper emphasises the large differences between the fully coupled approach that has

been developed here and traditional uncoupled approaches. These results are used to argue

against the use of monodomain and equivalent cardiac source based models.

Buist, M. L., & Pullan, A. J., 'The Effect of Torso lmpedance on Epicardial and

Body Surface Potentials: A Modelling Study', to be submitted to Biophysical Jour-

nal.

The fourth paper provides a overview of the information contained in the first three papers,

describing the model components, coupling techniques, and the application of these techniques

to the forward problem of electrocardiology.

Buist, M. L., & Pullan, A. J., 'From Cell to Body Surface: A Fully Coupled Ap-

proach', accepted by Journal of Electrocardiology.
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The final paper is a joint effort with researchers fromThe University of Oslo in Norway. This

is a comprehensive rwiew of the forward problem as it stands today. Starting with the history

of the problern this paper then continues with derivations of the governing equations, outlines

widely used and state of the art solution techniques, and discusses the current modelling issues

in this area.

Lines, G.T., Buist, M.L., Grottum, P., Pullan, A. J., & Tveito, A., 'The Forward

Problern in Cardiac Electrophysiology - From Continuum Cell to Body Surface', to

be submitte d to Computing and Visualisation in S c ienc e.



Appendix A

Noble 98 equations

The full set of equations and parameters that define the Noble 98 ionic curent model, which is

described in Section 2.6.4 and is used for many of the simulations in this thesis, are given here.

First the reversal potentials for each of the ions is given, followed by descriptions of each of the

ionic currents and fluxes. This is followed by the ion concentration update equations, a full set

of initial conditions, and the values of all of the parameters used in the model.

Reversal potentials

n*"--T'.(ffi+)
n*:T'"(ffif)
E*,:Tt'(ffi)
s.":#''(ffi+)
o,.n:Tt, 1ffi)

Time independent (background) potassium current, [r1

(V^ - Erc)

1 + exO f SteepKl(vm-Er(+10-ShiftKl)F \.\ E--)

335

(A.1)

( .2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

(A.s)

rxr:r",(6rffi) (A.6)
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TFansient outward potassium current [o

APPEND/X A. NOBLE 98 EQUATIONS

(A.7)

(A.8)

(A.e)

(A.10)

(A.11)

(A.12)

(A.13)

(A.14)

(A.1s)

(A.16)

(A.17)

(A.18)

(A.1e)

Ito:gto(gu"* s(1 - gto,))r(V^- Ex)

*:',o,(rut
#:o,(1 -') *g,s

a,:o.oooo33e,exp(ff*ffi)
0.033e"

Ps-
1 * exp (=Il=#ht*)

Time dependent (delayed) rapid potassium current,16,1

IKrt:9Krlrr't
(V* - E*)

1* exp (*tbtp t)

Time dependent (delayed) rapid potassium current, 16,2

IKr2:9Krzrr2
(V* - E*)

1+exp (*+y*,)
T :o,,, (1 - *,r) * g,.rr,z

0.05eo,,,
"tr2 / t" 

-5-g6rftAlphalKr2) \1*exp(-ff/

0"", :0.000 4e B,,,exp(- 1t :e-thiftBetalKr2\ 
3\

\ \ 30 //
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Time dependent (delayed) slow potassium current 16,

rK":gK,r?(V^ - n*) (A.20)
iry

# :o," (1 - "") * 9,"n, (A.21)

0.014eo,,dn.: (4.22)
"" r -40- shifr,lrpnaxs) \1*exp(ry/

0," :0.001 eprsexp(- 
(v- - slitgetalKs)') 

6.23)\45/

Sodium dependent potassium cumenf 16.ryo

rK,No:'r.,"'offi-" (v^- E*) (A.24)

Background potassium currcnf .16.6

ATP dependent potassium curenf lx.erp

rb,K : gt,x (V^ - Ex)

IK,Arp: s*,orrfu-4Ed b.26)1+(+#),

(V^ - Ex)

(4.2s)

ACh dependent potassirrm current, Ix,ecn

r K,Ach: o*,r',ffi (m#"-^)
frAchtrAChz 1+exp(*"g#")

(4.27)
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(A.28)

(4.2e)

(A.30)

(A.31)

(4.32)

(A.33)

(A,.34)

(A.3s)

(A.36)

(4.37)

(A.38)

(A.3e)

(A.40)

dr tcnr
T :(\tnct"r (l - recnr) * /ro"orrAcht

drtcnz
ff 

:drnct", (l - necn ) * \ro"ornAcnz

drtcnr:0.003684211

- _ 0.00582
|'rAcht . / _(y- +ShiftAchl) \I -r exp \-------i:-/
erecnz :0.07309924

_ 0.120
PrAChl 1+*o(*?H*)

Fast sodium current ,I1,'o

Ixo:gworTt'h (V* - E*n)
dm ,a

# :o,"(l - *) t o*m
dh

i:on (1 - h) + znh

('o lv^ +41 - shiftml < o'oooot

dm: { 0.2 (lL i 41 - Shiftm)- 
otherwise

Ir-.*n(*-i-tt-) --

g,n:8.0*r(#)
an:0.02*r(#)

_ ,.n

'n - L+ 320*o (ttiF*)

Background sodium current, /6,1,'o

Persistent sodium current, Io,no

Iu,po -- gb,Na(Vm - Ex")

(v* - Ex")

(A.41)

Ip,Na: gp,Na

1+ exp (]*-)
( .42)



Background calcium current, .I6,cro
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(A.43)Ib,Co : gb,Ca (Vrn - Ec")

L-type calcium current, 1c'or,

Icor,x: (1 - ICaLFract) Pco.aPsodf ,r(t - ffi)
(*, (W) rn.r, - exp e#\ rn.r.) @ 44)

fcoL,No: (1 -ICaLFract) PcoT,roPsod,f ,(t- ffi)
(*'

IcoL,co: (1 - ICaLFract) nr."Offi

(r-exn\-#))('-#)
("-r(o#) [.",*]o-exp ee#-i4) 1"",.r,) (4.46)

IcoL,Kor: ICaLFractP()oyPgod,f/r"" (f #)

(",(W) r^.r,-expe#"8) r^.r.) @47)

Icor,,Noo": ICaLFra ctPgor,roPsodf fzo, (t - #)

(*' (H) t*u*l, - exp e#"8) r*".r.) (A48)
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I c oL,c o r, : ICaLFract4Ps 
"df f 2 r,

#:oo(1 -d) +gad

#:o,(1 -/) +grf

# :o""r."., (t -
dfz," /:dCaDSIna* | 7 -dt\

[ca2+];

[Ca2+]; * Km,carnact - fr)

(A.s0)

(A.51)

(4.s2)

(A.53)

(A.s4)

(A.s5)

(4.s6)

(A.57)

[cu'*]r"
[Caz+]os I Km,caDSrnact

-,,,,)

Ad:
.r ^_,_ / -1v-+z+-snina; \r - exp \----=aa-/

0.I2ea

-0.0I2ea (v^ + 24 - Shiftd)

1-exp(,ffit)

0.00625e1Steepf

-0.00625€/ (y- + 34 - Shift0

1- exp (,t#t!q)

0.I2e6

0.03ea (V^ + 24 - Shiftd)

0r:

lv^+ 24 - shiftdl < 0.001

otherwise

lv*+ 24 - shiftdl < o.oo1

otherwise

lv^+ s4 - shiftf < o.oo1l

otherwise

0.0L2e 7

I * exp (.t**-t)

0a:

aI:

(V* - Erurf) F

1-exp(="#*))



Sodium-potassium exchange pump current, [,'o11

34t

(A.s8)

(A.se)

(A.60)

(A.63)

(A.64)

(A.65)

(A.66)

(A.67)

(A.68)

)
2)V^F

TNaca(rnoco - 2)V^F
HT

"co) 
(-(1 -rr aCa -\ralrr

RT

Iwoco: (1 - INaCaFract)t";""

1

lG"t (A'6r)

'- 0.0069

f Noco or: INaCaFrar,r";",

1

- 
h ,Li- (A.62)

L [ua_ 
, 
lDs'- ono6g

Stretch-activated currents

t_
Jstetch - 1 * exp (-2'ytt",t"(SL - SLr"t))

/K,.o.r.h :9K,.t"t.h-f.rctch (V74 - Ex)

lNo,rt.t.h :gNa,stetch"fsr 
"t"n 

(V^ - E n ")
ICo,.o.,.h :gda,stetch,fstetch (Vrn - Ec")

/Ns,stetch :9Ns,stetch,fst"t.f, ( l/- - ENs,stetch )

I.4n,stetch : gAn,stetch/s r ercn (V^ - EArr,stetch )

f f ^ [K*j,tNaK : trv"x 
11q*1;7 K*,x

Sodium-calcium exchange pump current, INoco

Tryoco-."0 (

T2r,toCo- 
""0 (

[N"*],
[N"*], * K*,No
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Sarcoplasmic Reticulum calcium uptake fllux, ju,

j up : a,,rFractCaUptake Sites - 1urF racBackSRSites (A.6e)

FractCaUptakeSites : Ica2+]; (A.70)
[C"'*], + lc^'*l,ofu# * K,ycoK,", * Kcyco

FractBackSRSites : lcu'*l"oL#
(A.71)

[Cu'*], + lc^'*l"r&# * K.ycoK,", * Kcyco

Sarcoplasmic Reticulum calcium translocation flux, 71"

jt : (rt (lc^'*1,, - [ca2+],"r)

Sarcoplasmic Reticulum calcium leakage flrx, jpop

jkak : d1s6p QXp (lsn,s"S L) lCa2+1,"t

Sarcoplasmic Reticulum calcium release flrtx. j,"7

(4.72)

(A.73)

(4.74)

(A.7s)

j, 
"t -- 

ar"; OpenRelChannelFract [C a2 
+ 

] 
""1

openRelchannerFract : ( ltttultotT?tl 
=- 

)''" - \RctivatorFract + 0.25 )

dActivatorFract

dProductFract

dt

a s p (a..lPrecursorFract - a6no"lActivatorFract)

oo"lPrecursorFract - a;no.lActivatorFract

v- < -50 (A.76)
otherwise

dt

asp(ain66lfuctivatorFract - 0.O0lProductFract) V^ < -50 (4.77)
aino.lActivatorFract - 0.0OlProductFract otherwise
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PrecursorFract:1-ActivatorFract-ProductFract (A.78)

dact : 0. SRegulatoryBindingSite (A.7e)

dinact : 0.06 + 0.SRegulatoryBindingSite (A.80)

RegulatoryBindingsite : 1ppffi -
(- 

_[gu,*]=,= )S)'(A.sl)\' - IA-JTln+i(-c, ) lcuulo, * x*,""o, )

Diadic Space calcium decay flvx, j6..oo

i d""os : ac on s a"*slCa?+l n s (4.82)

Intracellular potassium, [K+]l

d[K*], _ -A^ r,
T:6 (/n * Ito* Ix.o* Ixrz| Ixrr lx,xo* It'x * Irc'trp*

f x,tch* Icor,K * fcoL,Kos - #Ixox */r,.oo.h) (A.83)

Intracellular sodium, [Nr*]n

* : -# (tt' * 
","'* 

* rp,wa* IcoL,No* r6a7,7'7s"t

#"* - JN"* + fiffL"" a(Ir'^co* Ixocoor)-. lvo,,ood) (A'84)
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Intracellular calcium, [Ca2+],;

APPENDIX A. NOBLE 98 EQUATIONS

W#: -# (r""r,""* Ia,co- 

"hlN*o+ 
Ic,,,t.t.r) *

. Vr"t \/r"t Vos
JreIT 1 it""k Vi - JuP -t Jaecnu , -

dlCa2+_)cernr _ d,lCa2+_]rnop _ dlCa2lhxn 
(A.85)dt dt dt

Diadic Space calcium, [Ca2+]ns

dlCa2+los- -A^ (r^ 2 \
dt-r:! # \IcoLco" - nN"c"- 2IN"c"o' ) - id'""ov (A'86)

Sarcoplasmic Reticulum uptake calcium, lCut*lu,

dlCa2+lup _ , U

-dt" 
: i"rv*- i* (A.87)

Sarcoplasmic Reticulum release calcium, lC a2 
+ 

l, a

dlCa2+1,"1 _.Wp ;
dt: 

: itr *-3r- iret (4.88)

Calcium-Calmodulin, lC a'* I c a 
" 
*

dlCa2+lsa7^a

tr:dCALM(1cnlnt1,_|Cu,*]"or'u)|Ca,*1l_0caru|Cu"*]"o"*(A.89)

Calcium-Tloponin, lC a2 
+ 

lr no e

dlCa2+lraor : erRopexp(yrnop,srSL) (;rnOelo - [Ca2+]rno") [Ca'*1, -
0r no elCa2* l, *o, (A.90)

Calcium-Indicator, [Ca2+ ] nro

dlca2lhuo : ,,rND([IND]' - [ca2+]rarr) [cu'*1u - fur,rolca'*],*o (A.91)
dt
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Initial Conditions

V^: -92.499 mV

[K+]; : 739.3050 mM

[Na*], :5.5997 mM

[Ca2+]; : 0.0000082 mM

[Ca2+]os : 0.0000171mM

lCu'*lu, : 0.2872393 mM

lCa2+1,"t : 0.28467 6l mM

lCu"*]" o", : o'ooo325 8 mM

lCa2+lr no n : 0.0002060 mM

[Ca2+]r,,rn :0.0 mM
r:0.0
s : 0.9950485

rrr :0'01428

rr2:0'5
rs :0'5
:x nCnt : 0.5

rl,cnz:0.5
rn : 0.0017

h:0.9939474
d: 0.0

"f 
: 1.0

fz:1.0
fzo" : l'0
ActivatorFract : 0.00191

ProductFract : 0.28546

membrane potential

Intracellular K+ concentration

Intracellular Na+ concentration

Intracellular Ca2+ concentration

Diadic space Ca2+ concentration

Uptake sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ concentration

Release sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ concentation

Concenfiation of Ca2+ bound to calmodulin

Concentration of Ca2+ bound to troponin

Concentration of Ca2+ bound to indicator

l, activation gate

lo inactivation gate

Iyrl activation gate

Iy,2 inactivation gate

Iy, activation gate

Ix,ACh first relaxation gate

I x,ncn second relaxation gate

11,'o activation gate

11,,o inactivation gate

Icor d, activation gate

Icor f voltage dependent inactivation gate

I c o1. lCa2 
+] ; dependent inactivation gate

Icoro, [Ca2+]ns dependent inactivation gate

Activator fraction

Product fraction

Parameters

C^:0'01 pF mm-2

A^:200 mm-r

R:83I4.4I pJ nmol-l K-\
T :310 K
F:96485 nC nmol-l
Pxr'ro:0.03
Prtox :0.12

Unit area membrane capacitance

Surface to volume ratio

Gas constant

Temperature

Faraday's constant

Permeability of Ix,by Na+

Permeability of 11,'o by K-
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Pcox :0'002
PcoNo: 0.01

Pco : 0.015422 p,A mm-2 m' tr[ -1

gxt:0.077110 mS mm-2

9ro : 0.00077700 mS mm-2

gKrt :0.00032386 mS mm-2

Ixrz -- 0.00020049 mS mm-2

9K":0.00040097 mS mm-2

9x,r,ro: 0.0 mS mm-2

hb,x :0.0 mS mm-2

gx,,qrp:0.0 mS mm-2

gx,acn: 0.0 mS mm-2

9No:0.38555 mS mm-2

9b,No : 0.000092532 mS mm-2

9p,Na :0.00061688 mS mm-2

lb,co :0.000038555 mS mm-2

.gK,stret"h :0.75422 mS mm-2

gNa,stretch :0.15422 mS mm-2

.gco.stretch :0.15422 mS mm-2

.gNs.stretch :0'75422 mS mm-2

.gAz,stretch :0'15422 mS mm-2

Ii.* -- 0.107951;A mm-2

I *)"" : 0.0000771 10 |,A mrn-2m,L[ -a

EK,ATp,",,: -80.0 m\/

E"r,.rf :50 m\/

ENs,strerch : -30 m\r

EAz,shetch : -20 m\/

a" : 0.333 ms-1

(tCalnact: 0.02 mS-l

TcaDSlnact: 0.02 ms-l

at" : 0.05 m,I/ ms-l

Qre,I :0.25 m,II ms-l

acaDsrle,cay: 0'01 rnil ms-l

a,cnr,nt: 100.0 mlVI ms-l

arRop: 100.0 mNI ms-l
(tIND :100.0 mM ms-l
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I6or, permaability ratio of K+ :Ca2+

I61yr. permeability ratio of Na+ :Ca2+

I6or. penneability to ca2+

Unit area max. conductance of the 161 channel

Unit area max. conductance of the lo channel

Unit area max. conductance of the lprr1 channel

Unit area max. conductance of the 1;r,2 channel

Unit area max. conductance of the 16-" channel

Unit area max. conductance of the 16-,,n.o channel

Unit area max. conductance of the 16,6 channel

Unit area max. conduct. of the Ix,trp channel

Unit area max. conduct. ofthe I rc,ecnchannel

Unit area max. conductance of the 11,,, channel

Unit area max. conductance of the 16,,n., channel

Unit area max. conductance of the lp,n'o channel

Unit area max. conductance of the l6,so channel

Unit area max. conduct. of the 1K,rt.t.h channel

Unit area max. conduct. of the /"o,.o.,.n channel

Unit area max. conduct. of the lco,ro","h channel

Unit area max. conduct. of the lNs,sretch channel

Unit area max. conduct. of the lArr,rt etch channel

Unit area max. cunent of the 11,'o6- exchanger

Unit area max. current of the I poco exchanger

I x,tr p reversal potential

Surface charge on the L-fype Ca2+ channel

lNs,stretch reversal potential

lArr,ro.r.h reversal potential

l, activation gate rate

Rate of [Co'*], inactivation of Igo1,

Rate of [Cu'*]ps inactivation of 16,oy.

Sarcoplasmic reticulum translocation rate

Sarcoplasmic reticulum release rate

Decay rate of Ca2+ from diadic space to cytosol

Ca2+ -Calmodulin binding rate

Ca2+-Troponin binding rate

Ca2+ -Indicator binding rate



(Iteak :0.00005 ms-1

0cer,v: 0.05 ms-r

7rnop: 0'2 ms-r

0rxo :0.084 ms-t
(trp 0.0004 mM ms-]

1up:0.00003 mM ms-r

Km,Kr: I0 mM
K^,n**o :20.0 mM
Km,ATp :0.7 mM
Km,ACh : 0.0000002795 mM
Km,KACh: 10.0 mM
Km,Carnact:0.007 mM
Km,CaDSInact:0.00I mM
K^,K : I mM
K*,No: 40 mM
K^,Co:0'0005 mM

Km,CaDS :0.01mM

K m,AC ht CaI' : 0'0000002 m M
SteepKl :7.25
Steepr: 5.0 mV

Steeps : 8.0 mV

Steepd: 4.0 mV

Steepf : 4.0 mV

ShiftKl : 20 mV

Shiftr: 0 mV

ShiftIKr: 0 mV

ShiftAlphalKrl : 0 mV

ShiftBetalKrl : 0 mV

ShiftAlphalKr2:0 mV

ShiftBetalKr2 : 0 mV

ShiftAlphalKs: 0 mV

ShiftBetalKs : 0 mV

ShiftAchl : 50 mV

ShiftACM : 50 mV
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Sarcoplasmic reticulum leakage rate

Ca2+ -Calmodulin unbinding rate

Ca2+ -Troponin unbinding rate

Ca2+-Indicator unbinding rate

Sarcoplasmic reticulum uptake flux forward rate

Sarcoplasmic reticulum uptake flux reverse rate

Iyl fK+li K^
.16,1,.o [Na+]t K^
Ix,trp IATP)i K*
Ix,tchl\Ch)i K*
Ix,ecnK* K^
[Cu'*]r K*for the inactivationof Isoy

[Ca2+]os K^for the inactivation of 16,oz,

Ipoy lK+l; K^
fi,',6 [Na+]; K-
[Ca2+]; K* for binding to sarcoplasmic reticulum release

sites

[Ca2+]os K- forbinding to sarcoplasmic reticulum release

srtes

[ACh], K*for lcoy

16-1 slope factor

16 activation gate slope factor

16 inactivation gate slope factor

Ig,r, activation gate slope factor

Is.1 voltage dependent inactivation gate slope factor

161 shift factor

16 inactivation gate shift factor

I7a,,1and 16"2 shift factor

Iyrl gate forward rate shift factor

Iyrl gate backward rate shift factor

I7ar2 gate forward rate shift factor

Iy,2 flate backward rate shift factor

I y, gate forward rate shift factor

Iy, gate backward rate shift factor

Ir<,ncn first relaxation gate shift factor

Irc,ecn second relaxation gate shift factor
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Shiftm: 0.0 mV

Shifth: 0.0 mV

Shiftd: 5 mV

Shiftf : 0.0 mV

lto" :0'0
ICaLFract: 1.0

INaCaFract : 0.001

[K], : 4'o mM

[Na], : 140.0 mM

[Ca], : 2.0 mM

[ATP]' :5.0 mM

[ACh]r :0.0 mM

[CALM]' :0.02 mM

[TROP], :0.05 mM

[II{D], :0.0 mM
dxoco:0'0 mM-a

SL :0.0 mm

SL,"f :0.002 mm

K"yco:0'0003 mM
Ksnco:0.5 mM
Kr", - 0.4

lNoco:0.5
^fstc,sr: 2500 mm-1

lSn,Sr: 1500 mm-l

^lrnop,sr': 2500 mm-l
€r : 1'0

€s : 1'0

€or,, :1.0
€'8"r, : l'0
eo.r, :1.0
e Prr": I'0
6o-" : 1.0

e p,":1.0
€a : 3.0

€/ : o'3
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.I,r,'o activation gate shift factor

11,,o inactivation gate shift factor

16o7 activation gate shift factor

Is.1 voltage dependent inactivation gate shift factor

Sustained component of lto as a fraction

Fraction of the Iso1, going into the diadic space

Fraction of the INoco going into the diadic space

Extracellular K+ concentation

Extracellular Na+ concenhation

Extracellular Ca2+ concentration

Intracellular ATP concentration

Intracellular ACh concentration

Inhacellular Calmodulin concentration

Intracellular Troponin concentration

Intacellular Indicator concentration

I uoco denominator fraction

Sarcomere length

Reference sarcomere length

Hilgemann factor

Hilgemann factor

Hilgemann factor

Energy barrier position for Na+:Ca2+ exchanger

Stretch activated sarcomere length

Sarcoplasmic reticulum sarcomere length

Troponin sarcomere length

16 activation gate speed factor

16 inactivation gate speed factor

Iy,1 gate forward rate speed factor

Iy,1 gate backward rate speed factor

Iya,2 Sate forward rate speed factor

I yr2 gate backward rate speed factor

Iy, gate forward rate speed factor

I7a, gate backward rate speed factor

Igry activation gate speed factor

Igo1, inactivation gate speed factor
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€sR: 5 lco1, Sarcoplasmic reticulum speed factor

ttr,rox : L.5 -Iryo6 Na+:K+ stoichiome@ratio

Ttnoco : 3 INoco Na+:Ca2+ stoichiomety ratio

V:0.49 Fraction of cell volume taken up by infacellular space

Vos : 0.L Fraction of cell volume taken up by diadic space

Vup :0.0L Fraction of cell volume taken up by sarcoplasmic reticulum

uptake space

Va : 0.1 Fraction of cell volume taken up by sarcoplasmic reticulum

release space

V": 0.3 Fraction of cell volume taken up by extracellular space



Appendix B

Bidomain diffusion coeffi cients

This appendix provides further details on the implementation of the diffirsion terms present in

the bidomain equations. For a generic dependent variable d and a generic conductivity tensor o

the diffirsion term can be expressed in terms of domain metrics as in Equation (3.47).

V . (ovl) : (of ,i 6,r,+of 6,0, -of d,t,f'nt) g'o (8.1)

Equation (B.1) can be expanded to generate three terms, 1.e.,

(of ,1 d,* -lo! 6,ri -of d,ur'ot) gto : o! ,j 6,x gji -t o! d,ri gj' - of d,nl'nigjn (B.2)

The first of the terms is converted to be in terms of { derivatives by expanding the implied

summation over the k index.

o! ,i 6,n gio : (o),i 6t -lo?,j 6,2 +.ol,i 6,") oi'
: (o),i gjo) 6,, + (o7 ,i gj') 6,, + (o? ,i ojo) d,,

/ 1 ^r, 
06 / t ,,r. 06 / a. ,r,, 06: loi,i s") fr + (oi,i s") fr + (oi,i o") & (8.3)

The second of the terms from Equation (B.2) contains a second order dependent variable deriva-

tive so it is necessary to expand both the j and k indices. Thus
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of Q,ni gjn -- (")d^i *ol$,r, +otod,ti) gj'

:old,ri gjn + o7O,ri gj' + ol6,ti gjn

:ol6,r, g'o + olO,rrg"n * o)6,rrg" + o76,r, g'o I o?d,zzg'o + o?6,rrgto r
ol d,r, g'o + ol d,r, g'i I o? d,"" gsi

: (olg'o) 6,nt (o?g'n) 6,zzt ("!gtn) 6,zz*

(olg'u + o?g'o) dnz-r (")gto + olgtn) dnsr (o7g"n * olg'u) d,rt

: (ol s'o) # . @? g'o) #. @lg") # .
(olg'n + o?g'o) ffi+ (olg'o + o',g'o) ffi+ (o7g" + olg'n) #r**

(8.4)

Because the cross derivative terms are symmefric, the coefficients multiplying the cross deriva-

tives are grouped in Equation (B.4). To generate an expression for the third component of
Equation (B.2), a new symbol is defined that is a combination of the Christoffel symbol and the

metric tensor.

F : l'nigjo
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(B.s)

Substituting Equation (B.5) into Equation (B.2) and expanding out the /c terms gives the partial

derivative form of the third component.

(B.6)

of d,nF : (o|O,t *o?6,r+of6)F
:("itr) #.(*e) #,.("lo) #

It should be noted that the substitution of Equation (B.5) is only possible because none of
the metric tensor indices sum over the dependent variable. Using the results obtained from

Equations (8.3) and (B.4), and Equation (8.6) the diffirsion term from Equation (8.1) can be

rewritten as

v. (avl) : (":,i ei' -"Jtr) #. (o7,, g,' - "?F) #,. (o1,, gt'- dtr) H.
(olg'o)#,. (o?g'o)'#. @lg'u)#,. @lg'u + o?g") ffi.
(olg" + olg'o) ffi+ (ols'o + olg'o) ffi (8.7)
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The next step in generating an expression appropriate for the numerical analysis of the diffirsion

coefficients is to substitute the discrete collocation approximations for each of the { derivatives

(that are formulated in Section 3.4.4) into Equation (B.7). This gives

V . (ovl) : (o),, gin - "iI) (dr,*,lolrol - dr,;-,lolrrl) +

(o?,, gto - t?F) (drotrr*'lrol - d1,y17-ry1ry) +

(o1,, nt' - "ftr) (drn)rilro*,1 - dotrilro-'l) +

(")gtn) (4d<o*rl<iltor - 8d(nl(il(q * 4g1n-rr(jx,h)) -t

("7g'n) ( do<i*rt<ul - 8dt;rrrltq * 4g1,ru-tlrol) +

@tngtu) (4d<otrno*rl - 8drolrilr o * 4gprurlr-ti) -
(") g'o + 

"? 
gti) (d(i+l)(i+lx 4 - 66+t11j-1)(e) - 6(;-r)(i+tXr) * dt;-rlti-rltrl) +

(")g'n + 
"!gtn) 

(6(i+1)(i)(k+4 - dp+r11ix,b-r) - 61t-r11i11n+4l- dtt-tl<il1r-r1) +

(o?gto + olg'o) (drnltr*rtto*\ - d(ilu-r)(&+l) - 6@0*D&-\ * dt;lti-rltu-tl)
(B.8)

Note that the i, j,lc directions associated with the collocation mesh are not included in any

summations. The final step is to rea:range Equation (B.8) into a form where the individual

collocation points are the subjects of the equation, i.e.,

v . (ovl) :-s (olg'n * o?g'o + olg"n) d<arixot + (-"|,1oji + olF + aolit) d(;-r)(it&)

+ (o),ioio - ":F + aolstt) d(;*r)(i)&) + (-o',,ioio + olF + aols2t) 6e)(i-t)(x)

+ (oI,igju - "7F 
+ aols2c) 6o)(i*r)(o) + (-"l,isjo + olF + aolft) d$)(i)&-t)

+ (o"o,,g'' - "|tr + aolft) d1;v1iv1*+rv + (o?gtn + ols'o) d(r+1xj+1)(,r)

- (o7g'n + olg'o) d(i+r)(i-1)(et - @?gto + 
"lg'o) Q1t-t11iar711,1

+ (o? g'n + ol g'o) d1r-t11i-r11*l + (ol gtn + ol gtt) 6e+\u)&+t)

- ("lg'n + 
"lsto) 6(r+r)(ilQ,-\ - ("lg'o + "!s'o) 66-91i11x+ty

+ ("lsto + "lg"') 6t-r)(ilu,-rl + @ls'u + 
"7g"') d(,)(r*,)(u*r)

- ("lg'o + 
"?gto) 61qs_.11*+e - @lg"o + o?gto) 6@0*\@-r)

+ ("lg'o + 
"7rfu) 61r11it16-t1 (B.e)
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8.1 Tlvo dimensional formulation

In two dimensions the €e or /c direction is not present and all of the implied summations are

made over only two directions. These simplifications can be made to Equation (B.9) to return

the following equation for diffrrsion in two dimensions.

v . (avl) :-B (olg" + o?g'n) d61111* (-"),igjo + olP + aolit) dr;-run *
(o],igjo - ":to + aoldt) d(i+t)(i) + (-"7,10j0 + oir + aols't) d<"tti-tt *

(o?,igj' - "?-p 
+ +ols2i) d(n)(i*r) + (o?gto + ols'o) 6G+r)(i+r) -

("?g'o + ols'o) d(i+1)(i-t) - ("?s" + olg'n) d(r-t)(i+\ *
("\gto + olg'n) 61r-s11-ry (8.10)

8.2 One dimensional formulation

In one dimension only the {r or z direction is present so further simplifications can be made to

Equation (8.10) to generate the one dimensional formulation.

v ' (ovp) :-g (olg" ) d, + (-"i,,.q" + of r' -r 4olst') d,-, +

(ol,rgt' - "lF * 4ols11) O,*, (B.n)



Appendix C

The Purkinje fibre network

From an electrophysiological perspective, one of the essential ingredients in a complete model

of ventricular activation is an accurate model of the specialised ventricular conduction system

that is known as the Purkinje fibre network. Literature exists that describes the general con-

figwation of the conduction system, e.9., Massing & James (1976), Ansari, Ho & Anderson

(1999), Oosthoek, Viragh, Lamers & Moorman (1993) and Le Grice (1992) and while the gen-

eral features of the Purkinje fibre network may be similar from person to person, the precise

structure of the network is quite variable. The goal of the modelling in this area is therefore to

create a mesh capable of accurately reproducing the ventricular depolarisation sequence under

normal and diseased conditions, as opposed to precisely placing each of the Purkinjes from a

given specimen. Pollard & Barr (1990) model the conduction system using a series of one di-

mensional cable elements that are placed according to experimentally recorded early activation

sites and later computer simulations are run using the model (Pollard & Barr 1991). Simelius,

Nenonen, Hren, Katila & Horacek (1999) use a graphical interface to place Purkinje fibres ap-

propriately and other researchers have modelled the network as a self similar bifi.rcating fractal

structure, e.9., Eylon, Sadeh, Kantor & Abboud (1988) and Goldberger (1992).

The approach adopted here uses a distributive tree growth procedure because of the tree like

structure of the conduction system. The algorithm used to generate the bifrrcating trees that

represent the Purkinje fibre network is adapted from Wang, Bassingthwaighte & Weissman

(1992) and involves a Monte Carlo approach with an area splitting algorithm. Random points are

generated within the local element { space of the host mesh using a random number generator

in each of the local element directions. Parameters are included to control the distribution of the
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random points, including an exponential weighting parameter in each local element direction

and the ability to place points in only subspaces within each element. Each random point is

then given an equal weighting and the centre of mass of the random points is calculated. A new

branch is created between a known starting point and a second point that is located a fraction

of the distance towards the centre of mass. The random points are then divided into two groups

by a ray in the direction ofthe new branch and the process is repeated using these new groups

until the required number of generations are created. A minimum branch size can be specified

that stops the creation of very small branches that are hard to deal with computationally. After

the full tree is created in local element space, the interpolating finite element basis functions are

used to recreate the tree in global space. This idea is extended to a three dimensional volume

splitting algorithm by using the start and end points of the parent branch along with the centre of
mass from the random points as the three points needed to define a cutting plane (as opposed to

a ray in two dimensions). The resulting tree contains the finite elements that define the geometry

on which the bidomain equations are solved.

From the starting point, the bifircating mesh is generated so that for a given branch, the { direc-

tion runs from the parent branch to the child branch. This allows the terminal collocation points

of the tree to be easily calculated as they are the only points that do not have at least one neigh-

bour in the positive {r direction. These terminal points are then coupled to the underlying host

mesh. For each of the terminal points, the collocation points in the host mesh are investigated

to find the point that is the closest to each termination and these pairs of points are coupled.

After each time step the potentials at the terminal points and the corresponding coupled host

mesh points are averaged to provide the current flow in to and out of the host mesh. It has been

found that in many situations this coupling method provides a current density that is not suffi-

cient to create a propagating wave in the host tissue and in these cases the coupling is updated

to include the immediate neighbours of the coupled host mesh points in each of the { direc-

tions. Although some researchers report the presence of transitional cells between the Purkinje

fibres and the ventricular myocardium (Tranum-Jensen, Wilde, Vermeulen & Janse 1991), no

transitional cells are currently included in the model.

C.L Fibres in two dimensions

To test both the tree growth algorithm and the solution techniques, a two dimensional Purkinje

fibre tree is grown inside a single finite element that is 1Omm square. The tree is started from the
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point (0,0.5) in { space and each branch extends 50% of the distance to the centre of mass cal-

culated from the random points. A total of six fiee generations are gxovrn using 10000 random

points. A different collocation scheme is then created for each of the tree generations to provide

more constant collocation point spacings and the host mesh is discretised by 100 collocation

points in each direction. Element based material properties are used to create conduction veloc-

ities that are faster in the fibre tree than in the host mesh while the cubic ionic current model is

used to model the cellular processes in both regions. An activation wave is initiated through a

curent injection into the proximal end of the fibre tree and the wave coruses down the fibres.

When the wave reaches the terminal branches the host mesh is activated. The transmembrane

potential field from several different times is shown in Figure C.1.

(a) 8ms (b) 32ms (c) 64ms (d) 80ms

(e) 96ms (f) 120ms (g) 180ms (h) 256ms

Figure C.1: Activation of a two dimensional Purkinje tree in a square host mesh.

Each subfigure represents a snapshot at the indicated time with blue de-

noting quiescent tissue and red denoting tissue at the plateau potential.

C.2 Fibres in three dimensions

To demonsfrate the tee growth algorithm in three dimensions, the eight septal finite elements

of the rectangular Cartesian heart are extracted into a separate region. A single seed element
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(as is shown in Figure C.2(a)) is then manually created to provide the initial parent branch that

is needed to define a volume splitting plane. From the distal end of the seed element, seven

generations of Purkinje fibres are generated as is shown in Figure C.2. The tree is grown in the

local element spaces of the septal elements and the finished hee inside the septum is shown in

Figure C.3.

(a) Initial (b) Generation I (c) Generation 2 (d) Generation 3

(e) Generation 4 (f) Generation 5 (g) Generation 6 (h) Generation 7

Figure C.2: The creation of a seven generation Purkinje fibre tree within the septum

from the single seed element shown in Figure(a).

The mesh shown in Figure C.3 is discretised with a different number of collocation points in

each tree generation based on the average branch length within a given generation. The result

is 633 collocation points at approximately 0.5mm spacings. The eight host mesh elements are

each discretised using 16 x 40 x 21 collocation points creating more than 101000 host mesh

points. A current pulse of 100,ruA mm-3 is injected into the start of the tree between 1 and 3ms

after the start of the simulation and this creates a wavefront that moves through the tree and on

into the host tissue. The cubic ionic current model is used to model the activation processes in

both domains and snapshots of the activation process at various times are shown in Figure C.4.

It should be noted that the simulations presented in this section are an illustration of a work in

progress, and are not designed to properly represent the Purkinje fibre network or to generate

an accurate depolarisation sequence.
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Figrre C.3: A seven generation three dimensional Furkinje
finite elements of the septum.

fibre tree in the eight

(a) Oms (b) 10ms (c) 20ms (d) 25ms

(e) 30ms (f) 40ms (g) 50ms (h) 60ms

Figure C.4: Activation of a three dimensional Purkinje free within eight septal ele-
ments from the rectangular Cartesian heart mesh. Each subfigure rep-
resents a snapshot at the indicated time with blue denoting quiescent

tissue and red denoting tissue at the plateau potential.
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Appendix D

Fundamental solutions and derivatives

D.L The Dirac delta function

Some of the properties of the Dirac delta function, d (r), are used in the derivation of the funda-

mental solutions and these properties are summarised here. For further information see Green

(1969). The Dirac delta function is defined so it has a value of zero everywhere except at the

origin. It also has the property that the area under the function is always one.

v
I 5 (r) dr :7 (D.1)

!*
A Dirac delta firnction may be defined in multiple dimensions by multiplying one dimensional

functions together and may be moved from the origin to a position (€,q,r!r) bV defining the

function as

,t(€- n,Tt-u,1, - z):6 (€ - r) 5(n -y)5(tlt - z) (D.2)

For a continuous function, h (r), the following identity holds

f
I 5(*)h(r)dr: h(0)

,I

36r

(D.3)
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(D.4)

(D.s)

(D.6)

and when the function is not based at the origin this property is extended to

7
/ d({-x:)h(t)dt:h(€)

J

o'9 *02( : nar\- M-"
and the adjoint equation with the singularity added is

#.#.a (e - r,Tt -e) : o

D.2 Fundamental solution in two dimenstons

Here the derivation of a fundamental solution to Laplace's equation in two dimensions is illus-

trated. This is achieved by solving the adjoint of the equation with a singularity placed at some

point ({,4). Laplace's equation in two dimensions can be written as

The distance from a point P located at (r,E) to the singularity at P6 : ({, ry) is defined to be r.

(D.7)

In polar coordinates

02u 02a lA / 0u\ t02r,.'
Arr+ W:;Ar\'Ar)*p*

and substituting Equation (D.8) into Equation (D.6) gives

| 0 (_0.^'\ - 1q,'
ror \' or )' r' a#+d(€ -r'Tt-u) :o (D.e)

The solution around the singularity must be radially symmetric so the derivatives with respect

to 0 are all zero. For any radius r that is greater than zero the Dirac delta function is zero by

definition, leaving Equation (D.10) to integrate to find the fundamental solution.

(D.8)

("-€)'+@-ri'

i*(,'#) : o (D.10)
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Integrating Equation (D.10) gives

_0r_^'0r-"

-a!:40rr
+u:Alogr-lB (D.11)

A simple domain 0 is chosen to allow the evaluation of the integration constants A and B.

Consider a disc of radius e centred at the singular point, with e non-zero. From the definition of
the Dirac delta function

r
/ d (€ - n,rt - y) d,Q: \ (D.12)

t"

Combining Equation (D.12) with Equation (D.6) and integrating over the disc gives

rr
I v2uda+ | 5(t - *,q - ildfi : o.1.t"

nfl
rf:+ lY2adQ:-lA(g-r,e-y)d0:-l (D.13)

J" J"

The procedure to find A is

I v'uaa: I Ho, (r : ao)
Qf

f 
^,., ^ la a\:e-f :l:Jat l-:-:-lJ 0r'- \0" 0, /r

fA: I -!dl.l e
I
Af:j I tdle.l

f
A

- jzre since 0 is a disk of radius e
€

1+ ^_ - (D.14)_______,. n__ 
2"
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The second integration constant B remains arbitrary but is usually set to zero. From Equa-

tions (D.11) and (D.14) the two dimensional fundamental solution to Laplace's equation is

D,3 Fundamental solution in three dimensions

The same process that is used to derive the two dimensional fundamental solution in Section D.2

is again used to derive the fundamental solution to Laplace's equation in three dimensions. The

process starts with Laplace's equation and the corresponding adjoint solution in free-space that

contains a singularity at a point (€,, n , tu) .

1,a:-27trcgr

a26 a26 a26- r | - r | __-:n
0r2 0u' 022

02u 02a 02u

* + 5p + Up + d (€ - n,rt - a,1h - z) :0

In spherical polar coordinates (r,0,a)

* *?P *d(€ - r,rt - a,1b - z) : o
0r2 ' r0r '; "\\

(D.15)

(D.16)

(D.18)

-, 02u 2 0a 1 02u 1 02u cota 0a

-!--J 

!--r--v u"/ : Ar, - ; A, - r, sinro A0, - 7 A", 
-T 

12 Aa
(D.17)

The solution about the singularity must be radially symmetric so the derivatives with respect

to both 0 and a are all zero. The simplified version of Equation (D.17) is then substituted into

Equation (D.16) to give

The distance from a point P located at (r , y , z) to the singularity at Ps : (€, rt, r!t) is labelled as

r.

t, -,, , ,t , ,,,r : ! \r - €)- + (s- qf + \z - l\f (D.1e)
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and for all non-zero r values the Dirac delta function is defined to be zero so the following

equation remains to be integrated to find the fundamental solution.

02u 20u
* +; a, 

:o (D'20)

'.2 (,'Y) :o (D.2r)or i,o,y iJr/

Integrating Equation (D.21) gives

,0a aT--;-: A
or

- *A: ,4,

+u:-4+n (D.22)
r

In orderto evaluate the constants of integration, a domain consisting of a small sphere ofradius e

centred on the singularity 
^t 

(€,rt, r/) is used. The three dimensional version of Equation (D.13)

is

ff
I V2waQ+ | 5 (€ - *,T - u,rh - r)d0 : o,I Jo12
f^f+ l Y"udQ:- l d(g-r,\-U,Ii)-z)dQ:-l (D.23)

t" t"

The constant A is found from

f f 8,,t
I V2adQ: I 

=dl 
(f : afi)J Jdnof

f1u /A a\=+-1 :l"Jdl lj-:ilJ 0r*- \0, 0, )r
fA:l)ar

J€'
I
Af:; I ldr
e' ,l

I
A

-] tre' since 0 is a sphere of radius e

J A- 1

- ^ (D.24)
+7f
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The second coefficient, B remains arbitrary and is usually set to zero. Combining Equa-

tions (D.22) and (D.24) the fundamental solution to Laplace's equation in three dimensions

is

(D.2s)

D.4 Fundamental solution derivatives

This section derives expressions for derivatives of the fundamental solutions calculated in Sec-

tions D.2 and D.3 with respect to an arbitrary direction 720, a surface normal direction rz and the

cross derivative with respect to n6 and ru. The distance from a point P at t to another point P6

at c6 is defined to be r. In two dimensions this gives

1

4,r,

and in three dimensions

(D.26)

(D.27)

It t2 r ', , ',r :\l (r - rol- + (a - ao)" * lz - zs)-

l, ,t
-rl(r,- - rn,.\' where k:1,2r3v \-o *uK I

As is shown in Equations (D.15) and (D.25) the frrndamental solution to Laplace's equation is

u(P,P6):11o*'
'2tr

in two dimensions, and in three dimensions

u(P,Ps): *

The three derivatives of these fi,rndamental solutions required by the derivative boundary el-
"a(PrP) r-:-r- :- r1--,-^-- ^r r^-:---r:--^ r^^--^ t -L,--t,-L n 0u(PrPg)ementmethodu,"ffwhichisthenormalderivativedefinedatpointPl-

ono

which is the derivative in a second arbitrarv direction un60'?(!' 
po) 

.'J -'---'--'- ---- 0n0ns
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The chain rule is used to obtain

367

(D.28)

(D.2e)

(D.30)

in two di-

(D.32)

The first term in the right hand side of the expression is trivial to evaluate and is given by

0a (!, Pil : Au g', D*
0n }rn

:0a (!, Po) l^0r dr*

oa (P, Ps) t* 
in2D

a' : 
l# in3D

*'@o - 'ou)
r* - rok

ffre 3 term is evaluated by using the initial definition of r from Equation (D.26)or Equa-
drx

tion (D.27).

1

This gives an expression for the fundamental solution derivative with respect to n
mensions, i.e.,

0u (P, Po) _ -I (r* - ro*) _a" :ffi , '01"

-1: 
r*n'r (D.31)

The equivalent expression for the three dimensional case is given by

Au (!, Pi : .-l_(*t - ,o*) 
,o0n 4trr2 r

-1
-;- "II'f41f T'

where the vector form of r is defined to be r : (r - rotA - Uo, Z - ze). The derivation of
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0u lP' Po) 
is performed using the same procedure with the only difference being

iJno

0r rt - atot

aw: @'33)

The negative sign occurs because the differentiation of r is performed with respect to c6 instead

of et. The resulting expression for the firndamental solution derivative with respect to ns is then

given by

\a(P,Pr) _ 1_
ano-:1nr'no'' @'34)

in two dimensions and

)a(P,Pr) _ 1_
ano-:4nPno'' (D'35)

in three dimensions. The second derivative of the fundamental solutions with respect to n
and ns is calculated in two dimensions by differentiating the result from Equation (D.34) with

respect to ?r,.

02u (P, Po) _ A ( Au @, Po)\
- A"Aa - A"\ A"o )

1 a lr \:2n 
a, \F"' ''/ (D'36)

Ad A($
The identity "-* : f^"r is used to obtain

}2a(P,Po):, U (!_ -\-.a"a", : 
2n a*,0 \F"o 

'' 
) 

nu

t/a, ,1 a /1\. .\: * \u^(no 
'") * + a^ (F,) ("' '') )"0

I ( A , ,1 a /1\ 0r , ,\: 
^ \a^ 

(no 'r) 7 + u \A ) Aelno'r) )n*
1( -1 2r, ,\: * (to 'L " - F; ('o 'r) ) (D.37)

and rearranging gives

l2y(l,Pi:=t ("0;"_2(no'r) (n'r)) 
(D.38)0n0ns 2n \ 12 14 )
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The calculations are performed in the same manner for the three dimensional case, starting with

derivatives of the appropriate fundamental solution.

369

02a (P, Po) _ 0 ( 0a (P, Ps)\
A"A", -A"\ A", )

1 a lt \:G 
a'r l.Fto '' )no

:*(*(* 
") i.*(i) ,* ')) '*

:h(h(* 
") i.#G)h("0 ')) "0

1/ -1 3r, .\:* (."0 'r , - 7;@" 't)/ '

:# (+# - s(no'9 (n'r)) 
(D.3e)

D.5 Derivative boundarv element identities

Three identities are used in the formulation of the derivativeboundary element method and these

are derived in this section. The first identity is derived by setting d : l in Equation (4.62).

Consider a point (Po) that is internal to the domain.

d ei : [ ("(p, p,) ajJU 
- 

0u (!' Po)d (P)) dr (P) (D.40)v' 
l\\/v/ on' on /

Setting d : | (and therefore the derivatives of / to zero) gives

r/t: I lr(P,Po).0 -ou(!'Po).t)r.1"yJ \ -w/ " on /
I

: [ (-u"(!''t) r.rol
J\ dn /
I

+ -l : [aa(:'Po)dr(P) (D.41)lon
f
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The second identity is derived by setting d : 1in Equation (4.63) (the starting derivative

boundary element equation).

ad_ed _ [ (aa Lp, 
pil tjg _ 02u_(!, Pild (p)) dr (p) (D.42)

7no - | \ 7no 0n 0n0ns '/

Setting 6 : 7 (and therefore the derivatives of / to zero) gives

o : [ (aa q:H . o - oz?(!'Pd. r) arlry" I \ }no - 0n0ns /
I

^ f 02u (P, P"\+ 0: / #dr(P) (D.43)
.l onon6
f

The third identity is derived by setting d : rx - nor, in Equation (4.63). The derivatives of /
are then

a6 a6
;-:;-tLkOn OX*

:0kTLk

:n (D.44)

a6 a6

aa: 6^'oo
:5*non

-n6 @.45)

Note that all differentiations are performed with respect to r and not 16 yielding two positive

results. Substitution into Equation (4.63) gives the expression for the third identity.

r / Da (P, Pi 02u (P, Ps) , ,\no(Po) :ll a " @o-*ou))dr(P)
{\

. f 0, (P, o\ \ , f }'r(P,Po) ,+ J"ff"dr(P):no(&) + J ffi(,*-*')dr(P) (D.46)



Appendix E

Simulation comparison results

This chapter contains the tabulated data of the differences found between the solutions of the

various simulations. In most cases, two time points and two time intervals are used as the

basis of the comparisons. The two time points chosen are the peak QRS deflection and the

peak of the T wave. The peak of the R wave is not used as an R wave is not always present.

The two time intervals used are the duration of the QRS complex (represents depolarisation)

and then the ST interval (represents the tissue recovery). Where an interval is specified, the

signals are integrated over the interval before the comparisons are done. Each of these features

may be found in separate columns within the tables. Several difference measures are used

to test different aspects of the signals. The first difference measure is denoted by Relative

RMS and measures the relative signal magnifude differences. The second difference measure is

denoted by Correlation Coef, and measures any pattern differences between the signals. The

next figures give the differences in the minimum and maximum signal values, as both absolute

and percentage differences. The last fwo rows in most tables give the electrode numbers from

Figure 7.2 at which the minimum and maximum signals occur. Bold type is used to indicate

that the compared electrode number is not the same as the master electrode number and normal

type is used when the electrode numbers match.
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E.l Ionic current models

These tables provide the results from the full bidomain slice model inside the homogeneous

torso mesh using different ionic current models. The timing and placement of the events are

acquired from the body surface signals.

Model Cubic van Capelle-Durrer Beeler-Reuter

QRS interval
ST interval

Min. { value
Max. / value
Min. @ time
Max. / time

Min. / electrode
Max. d electrode

6-115
nla

-36.2
16.1

60

88
22

15

7-109
109 - 285

-37.2
16.4

61

84
22

15

6-98
98 - 408

-35.2
13.3

56

76

22

15

Table E.1: Event times and locations from different ionic current models solved on
the homogeneous torso slice with a full bidomain model (table 1 of 2).

Model Defib. Beeler-Reuter Luo-Rudy Noble 98

QRS interval
ST interval

Min. / value
Max. / value
Min. / time
Max. / time

Min. d electrode
Max. d electrode

7-88
88 - 366

-42.8
17.3

43

64

22

15

6-86
86 - 456

-54.2
14.0

43

62

22

15

6-103
103 - 435

-53.i
27.5

55

387
23

23

Table E.2: Event times and locations from different ionic current models solved on
the homogeneous torso slice with a full bidomain model (table 2 of 2).
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8.2 Bidomain and monodomain simulations

373

These tables give the results for the isotropic torso model coupled to different cardiac models,

each of which use the Noble 98 model to represent cellular activity. The timing and placement

of the events are derived from the body surface signals.

Cardiac model Iso. Mono. Aniso. Mono. Iso. Bidom. Iso. V^ & Aniso. $"

QRS interval
ST interval

Min. / value
Max. / value
Min. / time
Max. d time

Min. d electrode
Max. d electrode

5-7r
71 - 399

-t.47
0.428

43

24
24

23

6-74
74 - 409

-2.05
0.675

43

25

22

23

6-98
98 - 427

-81.9
25.8

43

63
22

15

6-101
r0r - 432

-49.3
24.2
43

385
22

23

Table E.3: Event times from homogeneous slice simulations with different cardiac

models (table 1 of 2).

Cardiac model Equal Aniso. Aniso. Bidom. & Def. Fibres Aniso. Bidom.

QRS interval
ST interval

Min. / value
Max. @ value
Min. / time
Max. / time

Min. d electrode
Max. d electrode

6-105
105 - 434

-68.2
35.3

56

388
22

23

6-97
97 - 430

-52.4
27.5

59

388
23

23

6-103
103 - 435

-53.1
27.5

55

387
23

23

Table E.4: Event times from simple slice simulations with different cardiac models
(table 2 of 2).
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E.3 Different dipole source comparisons

For these comparisons the maximum QRS deflection is set to be at 42ms after the start of the

simulation and the peak T wave is at 385ms. The QRS interval lies between 6 and 98ms with the

ST interval between 98 and 427ms. For the multiple moving dipole simulation, the minimum

potential electrode numbers for the 4 comparison points are 22, 4, 23, 4 and the maximum

potential electrode numbers are 3,24,14,17.

QRS defiect. Peak T QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. d difference
Max. d difference

Min. / % difference
Max. d % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. d electrode

0.66468
0.98708

0.7278e * 07

0.6775e - 03

64.54
0.00

2t
4

0.74216
0.94733

0.4219e - 07

0.4297e -t 00

- 1506.1 1

-71.46
L2
24

0.77063
0.86618

0.1008e * 02

0.7723e * 0l
64.63

86.84

24
14

0.66398
0.83398

0.2100e + 01

0.6828e * 01

26.79

-60.80't4

24

Table E.5: Torso potentials from a one fixed dipole simulation compared to a mul-
tiple moving dipole simulation.

QRS deflect. Peak T QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Conelation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. / difference

Min. / % difference
Max. / % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. d electrode

0.17763
0.99605

0.3075e * 00

0.2601e - 03

15,53

0.00
22

4

0.42358
0.92690

0.5434e - 01

0.2747e -t 00

-1939.97
-45.67

11
23

0.36512
0.91850

0.3586e * 01

0.1440e * 01

22.99

72.60
24
13

0.55910
0.88928

0.8351e - 01

0.5324e * 0I
- 1.04

-47.41
t4
24

Table E.6: Torso potentials from a one moving dipole simulation compared to a
multiple moving dipole simulation.
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Table E.7: Torso potentials from a multiple fixed dipole simulation compared to a

multiple moving dipole simulation.

375

QRS dellect. PeakT QRS intenal ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. d difference
Max. d difference

Min. d % difference
Ma"x. d % difference

Min. d electode
Max. d electode

0.04134
0.99995

0.7891e - 01

0.0000e * 00

3.99
0.00
22

3

0.01126
0.99997

0.4431e - 04

0.9031e - 02

1.58

-1.50
4

24

0.04303
0.99950

0.4860e - 01

0.4740e * 00

0.31
23.89

23
L4

0.00926
0.99997

0.6441e - 0L

0.3810e - 01

-0.80
0.34
15

23
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8.4 Different dipole source types vs. a coupled solution

For these comparisons the maximum QRS deflection is set to be at 42ms after the start of the

simulation with the peak T wave at 385ms. The QRS interval is set to lie between 6 and 98ms

with the ST interval between 98 and 427ms. The minimum potential electrode numbers for the

4 comparison points from the coupled solution are 22, 4,23,15 and the maximum potential

electrode numbers are 3,24,2, 3. Values that are proceeded by an asterisk are zero because the

dipole solutions have been scaled using this measure. Other zeros arise because the maximum

value at that given time is the reference signal.

QRS deflect. Peak T QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. d difference

Min. / % difference
Max. y' % difference

Min. / elechode
Max. y' electrode

0.10353
0.99296

0.00-
0.7903e - 01

0.00-
0.00
2L
4

0.41961

0.94440
0.5212e * 01

0.2142e * 01

14305

-9.66
t2
24

r.0462
0.56562

0.3114e + 03

0.4277e + 03

32.6r
8107.15

24
14

1.5349

0.38125
0.6774e + 03

0.3676e + 03

-5239.37
-41,72

t4
24

Table E.8: Body surface potentials from one fixed dipole compared to a fully cou-
pled solution.

Table E.9: Body surface potentials from one moving dipole compared to a fully
coupled solution.

QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. / difference

Min. { % difference
Max. / % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. d elechode

0.05739
0.99719

0.00.
0.1274e - 07

0.00*
0.00
22

4

0.34510
0.91403

0.2762e * 07

0.6165e * 01

-7581.03
-27.82

11

23

0.58487
0.87744

0.3668e * 03

0.7624e + 03

38.40

3082.50
24
13

1.1251

0.49808
0.3838e * 03
0.5919e * 03

-2968.30
-67.18

t4
24
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Table E.10: Body surface potentials from multiple fixed dipoles compared to a fully
coupled solution.

Table E.l1: Body surface potentials from multiple moving dipoles compared to a
fully coupled solution.

QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. d difference

Min. / % difference
Max. d % difference

Min. d electode
Max. d electrode

0.03841

0.99853
0.00.

0.0000e * 00

0.00.
0.00
22

3

0.18323
0.99919

0.8233e - 01

0.3355e + 01

-226.0r
15.14

4

24

0.62384
0.83563

0.2851e + 03

0.1006e + 03

29.85

t909.72
23

L4

0.88554
0.69485

0.3353e * 03

0.3957e * 03

-2592.96
-44.9r

15
23

QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. @ difference
Max. d difference

Min. @ % difference
Max. d % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. d electrode

0.03870
0.99854

0.00*
0.0000e * 00

0.00.
0.00
22

3

0.14667
0.99930

0.7943e - 0L

0.27I2e * 0L

-218.05
12.24

4

24

0.61250
0.85088

0.3098e * 03

0.7678e * 02

32.44
1457.46

23

L4

0.88240
0.69373

0.3187e * 03

0.4167e * 03

-2465.04
-47.29

L5
23
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E.5 Dipole sources compared to coupled bidomain solutions

These tables illustrate the differences between a dipole source and fully coupled solutions for

different cardiac models. Where the electrode number of the maximum or minimum potential

value differs, the coupled signal elecffode number is shown in parentheses beside the dipole

electrode number. The timing of events is described in the table captions. Values that are

proceeded by an asterisk are zero because the dipole solutions have been scaled using this

measure. Other zeros arise because the maximum value at that given time is the reference

signal.

QRS deflect. I Peak T QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. y' difference
Max. d difference

Min. y' % difference
Max. / % difference

Min. y' electrode
Max. d electrode

0.09784
0.99244

0.00*
0.0000e * 00

0.00*
0.00
22

3

0.71049
0.93829

0.2348e * 01

0.I370e + 02

0.00

-56.92
11(3)

23

0.59646
0.96048

0.4707e + 03

0.7979e * 00

52.98

10.90

23 (22)
2

0.85375
0.90718

0.1511e f 03

0.7156e + 03

- 1236.36

-77.27
1 (2)

22

Table 8.12: Dipole source vs. coupled solution for a bidomain with an anisotropic

intracellular and isotropic extracellular conductivity tensor. Peak QRS
is at 43ms and peak T is at 385ms. The QRS interval is from 6 to 101ms

and the ST interval is from 101 to 432ms.

QRS defect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. / difference

Min. S % difference
Max. { % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. d electrode

0.10180
0.99183

0.00'
0.1041e * 00

0.00.
0.00
2T

3 (2)

0.10924
0.99559

0.3058e * 00

0.3481e * 01

0.00

-9.90
2 (3)

23

0.59181
0.94673

0.6654e * 03

0.5653e * 02

52.01
0.00
22

I (3)

0.61139
0.93467

0.1557e * 03
0.6884e * 03

-2151.81
-54.68

L (2)
22

Table E.13: Dipoles vs. coupled solution for a bidomain with an equal anisotropy
ratio. Peak QRS is at 43ms and peak T is at 388ms. The QRS interval
is from 6 to 105ms and the ST interval is from 105 to 434ms.
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Table E.14: Dipole source versus coupled solution for a fully anisotropic bidomain
with a uniform fibre distribution. Peak QRS is at 43ms and peak T is at

388ms. The QRS interval is from 6 to 97ms and the ST interval is from
97 to 430ms.

QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Conelation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. d difference

Min. / % difference
Max. d % difference

Min. / elechode
Max. d electrode

0.11276
0.99027

0.00*
0.0000e + 00

0.00*

0.00

2r(22)
3

0.38641

0.99506
0.2273e * 00
0.9042e * 0I

0.00

-33.10
5 (3)

23

0.60692
0.96055

0.5596e * 03
0.1886e * 02

54.98
476.63

22

2

0.64087
0.96131

0.1634e * 03

0.6332e * 03

-1668.03
-60.45

1 (2)
22

Table E.l5: Dipole source versus coupled solution for a frrlly anisotropic bidomain
with fibre rotations. Peak QRS is at 43ms and peak T is at 387ms. The

QRS interval is from 6 to 103ms and the ST interval is from 103 to
435ms.

QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. d difference

Min. / % difference
Max. d % difference

Min. d electrode
Max. d electrode

0.09765
0.98925

0.00*
0.7169e - 01

0.00-
0.00
22

4 (3)

0.22847
0.98738

0.5443e - 07

0.7381e * 01

100.00

-26.99
23

3 (4)

0.26382
0.99786

0.2917e * 03

0.9640e * 01

27.50
519.94

22

6 (4)

0.20961

0.98042
0.3266e * 01

0.2663e * 03

-77.63
-23.79

5

22(23)
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8.6 Torso loading simulations

These tables give a summary of the results obtained when various inhomogeneities are added to

a homogeneous torso slice model. The solutions containing the inhomogeneities are compared

to the fully homogeneous solution with the maximum QRS deflection placed at 42ms after the

start of the simulation and the peak T wave is placed at 386ms. The QRS interval lies between

6 and 102ms while the ST interval lies between 102 and 433ms. The added inhomogeneities for

each table are given in the table captions.

QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. { difference

Min. / % difference
Max. d % difference

Min. d elechode
Max. / electrode

0.16620
0.99830

0.5880e + 01

0.1772e - 01

73.97

- 100.00
22

3 (4)

0.06643
0.99927

0.0000e * 00

0.1185e + 01

0.00

-5.29
3

23

0.03794
0.99968

0.1859e t 03

0.0000e * 00

2.26

0.00
23

3

0.02843
0.99936

0.2229e + 02

0.1105e * 02

-L29.76
0.13

2

23

Table E.l6: Body surface potentials from a torso mesh containing lungs compared
to a homogeneous torso mesh solution.

QRS deflect. Peak T QRS interval ST interval

TableE.17: Body surface potentials from a torso mesh containing a subcutaneous
fat layer compared to a homogeneous torso mesh solution.

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. / difference

Min. y' % difference
Max. d % difference

Min. @ electrode
Max. d elechode

0.14594
0.99956

0.6947e + 07

0.1772e - 07

-16.51
-100.00

22

3 (4)

0.\5217
0.99837

0.0000e * 00

0.4176e * 0I
0.00

18.63
3

23

0.15051

0.99792
0.1530e * 04

0.3540e * 02

- 18.58

0.00
23

2 (3)

0.16081

0.99730
0.1263e * 03

0.1648e + 04

-735.48
19.65

2

23
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TableE.lS: Body surface potentials from a torso mesh containing an isotropic
skeletal muscle layer compared to a homogeneous torso mesh solution.

QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. @ difference
Max. d difference

Min. / % difference
Max. / % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. d electrode

0.24773
0.99921

0.1041e * 02

0.4035e * 00

24.74

2277.69
2r (22)

A

0.26615
0.99705

0.2398e * 00

0.6418e * 01

0.00

-28.64
22 (23)

5 (3)

0.25608
0.99638

0.2177e -r 04

0.3607e * 02

26.36

0.00
22(23)

4 (3)

0.26502
0.99503

0.6405e * 01

0.2332e -t 04

-37.29
-27.81.
22 (23)
4(2)

TableE.19: Body surface potentials from a torso mesh containing an anisotropic
skeletal muscle layer compared to a homogeneous torso mesh solution.

QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Conelation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. d difference

Min. / % difference
Max. / % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. d electrode

0.1.51.74

0.99929
0.6020e + 01

0.3388e * 00

14.31

1912.38

2r (22)
4

0.16978
0.99799

0.1623e * 00

0.3811e * 01

0.00

- 17.00

4 (3)
23

0.15995
0.99761

0.i146e * 04

0.7709e * 01

73.92

0.00
22 (23)

4 (3)

0.16675
0.99666

0.1718e * 02

0.1257e * 04

100.00

-74.9r
3 (2)

22 (23)
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Table E.20: Body surface potentials from a torso mesh

skeletal muscle layer and a subcutaneous fat
mogeneous torso mesh solution.

containing an isotropic
layer compared to a ho-

QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. d difference

Min. d % difference
Max. $ % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. d electrode

0.06652
0.99998

0.2739e -t 0l
0.2877e - 01

6.51

t62.43
22

A+

0.06850
0.99993

0.1996e - 01

0.7432e -l0l
0.00

-6.39
4 (3)

23

0.06543
0.99994

0.5097e * 03

0.0000e * 00

6.19

0.00

23

3

0.06693
0.99990

0.1718e * 02

0.5228e * 03

100.00

-6.23
3 (2)

23



QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Conelation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. d difference

Min. d % difference
Max. / % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. d electrode

0.31923
0.99647

0.7210e * 02

0.1400e - 01

28.75

79.04
22

A

0.25290
0.99718

0.2787e - 07

0.5300e * 01

0.00

-23.64
4 (3)

23

0.22249
0.99696

0.1585e * 04

0.0000e * 00

19.24

0.00
22 (23)

3

0.19276
0.99702

0.1778e * 02

0.1504e * 04

100.00

-r7.93
3 (2)

22 (23)
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TableE.21: Body surface potentials from a full torso mesh containing lungs, an

anisohopic skeletal muscle layer and a subcutaneous fat layer compared
to a homoseneous torso mesh solution.

QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. d difference
Max. d difference

Min. / % difference
Max. d % difference

Min. d elechode
Max. d electrode

0.17331

0.99906
0.3218e + 01

0.1042e * 02

4.26

50.98

1.4
A+

0.15420
0.99938

0.3437e * 01

0.3764e * 00

56.87
1.13

4

I4

0.08241

0.99945
0.4074e + 03

0.6676e * 03
2.74

46.18

T4

4

0.08122
0.99915

0.6490e * 03

0.6384e * 03

23.r3
3.94

11 (8)
1nl+

TableE.22: Epicardial potentials from a torso mesh containing lungs compared to
a homoseneous torso mesh solution.

QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

TableE.23: Epicardial potentials from a torso mesh containing a subcutaneous fat
layer compared to a homogeneous torso mesh solution.

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. / difference

Min. y' % difference
Max. d % difference

Min. d elechode
Max. / electrode

0.10319
0.99987

0.490le * 01

0.2266e * 07

6.49
11.09

t4
4

0.11631

0.99983
0.8423e * 00
0.2552e -r 01

13.94

7.68

4

1,4

0.09238
0.99975

0.8742e * 03

0.2287e + 03

5.87
15.82

t4
Aa

0.08383
0.99966

0.3182e * 03
0.8811c * 03

11.34

5.44

8

I4
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QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. d difference

Min. / % difference
Max. d % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. / electrode

0.04740
0.99996

0.2298e -l0l
0.9136e * 00

3.04

4.47
74

4

0.05469
0.99991

0.3320e * 00

0.1201e * 01

5.49

3.61

4

14

0.04324
0.99988

0.4071e * 03

0.8436e * 02

2.73

5.84
I4
4

0.04026
0.99984

0.1456e * 03

0.4121e * 03

5.19

2.54

8

74

TableE.24: Epicardial potentials from a torso mesh containing an isotropic skeletal
muscle layer compared to a homogeneous torso mesh solution.

Table E.25: Epicardial potentials from a torso mesh containing an anisotropic skele-

tal muscle layer compared to a homogeneous torso mesh solution.

TableE.26: Epicardial potentials from a torso mesh containing an isotropic skeletal
muscle layer and a subcutaneous fat layer compared to a homogeneous
torso mesh solution.

QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. d difference

Min. / % difference
Max. / % difference

Min. d elechode
Max. d electrode

0.16778
0.99975

0.7518e * 01

0.4002e * 01

9.95
19.59

T4
A

0.18908
0.99955

0.1655e * 01

0.3707e * 01

27.38
11.15

A

14

0.1 5056

0.99941

0.1239e * 04

0.4853e * 03

8.32

33.57
t4

i+

0.13627
0.99926

0.6314e * 03

0.l2l8e * 04

22.51

7.57

8

14

QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Conelation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. $ difference

Min. d % difference
Max $ % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. / electrode

0.09915
0.99991

0.4449e -t 07

0.2296e -t 01

5.89
t\.24

t4
4

0.71248
0.99975

0.9516e * 00

0.2171e -l01.
15.74

6.53
4

I4

0.08549
0.99971

0.6958e + 03

0.2577e -t 03

4.67
77.78

T4

4

0.07846
0.99963

0.6847e * 03

0.3808e * 03

13.58

4.23
8

74
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QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. d difference

Min. / % difference
Max. d % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. d electrode

0.25888
0.99884

0.7530e * 01

0.1310e * 02

9.97
64.10

I4
4

0.26284
0.99894

0.4666e * 01

0.2683e * 01

77.21

8.07
4

T4

0.15604
0.99894

0.3650e * 03
0.1035e * 04

2.45

7L.59

I4
4

0.14101

0.99821

0.I296e + 04
0.1473e * 03

46.2r
0.91

11 (8)
t4

TableB.27: Epicardial potentials from a full torso mesh containing lungs, an

anisotropic skeletal muscle layer and a subcutaneous fat layer compared
to a homogeneous torso mesh solution.



8.7. SEPTAL STIMULUS VAR]ATION

8.7 Septal stimulus variation

For these comparisons the maximum QRS deflection is set to be at 100ms with the peak T

wave at 445ms. The QRS interval lies between 5 and 196ms with the ST interval between 196

and 540ms. The minimum potential elechode numbers for the 4 comparison points from the

coupled solution are 13, 23,13,22 and the maximum potential electode numbers are 23, 13,

22,13.

QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. d difference

Min. / % difference
Max. d % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. d electrode

1.0106

0.16521

0.6752e * 07

0.6076e * 01

-227.60
-27.73

1

19

1.0118

0.23262
0.2225e -t 0I
0.467Le * 0l

16.80

358.01

19
I

L.7973
0.46724

0.3013e * 03

0.2584e * 03

-205.86
54.54

I
19

1.4391

0.56422
0.2824e * 03

0.3538e * 03

-42.15
289.33

19
1

Table 8.28: Comparisons between signals generated from a stimulus in the middle
of the septum and a stimulus 20mm anticlockwise from the middle of
the septum.

Table E.29: Comparisons between signals generated from a stimulus in the middle
of the septum and a stimulus 10mm anticlockwise from the middle of
the septum.
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QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. / difference

Min. / % difference
Max. d % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. d electrode

0.74615
0.55008

0.6154e * 01

0.7763e * 0I
-207.44
-35.43

1

2L

0.65481

0.65165
0.3685e * 01

0.3924e -l07
27.82

300.82
2I
I

0.90533
0.82729

0.6094e * 02

0.1205e * 03

-41.63
25.44

1

2L

0.72607
0.87755

0.1439e * 03

O.42I2e * 02

-2r.48
34.44

2L
I
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QRS deflect PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relatle RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. / difference

Min. / % difference
Max. d % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. d electrode

0.38613
0.95464

0.2625e * 07

0.4017e * 01

-88.48
-18.33

L4
24

0.37881

0.94520
0.1116e * 01

0.1986e * 01

8.43
752.22

23

13

0.96319
0.83927

0.3096e * 03

0.7667e + 02

-27r.48
-3.52

13

23

0.75867
0.87099

0.1743e * 02

0.3578e * 03
2.60

292.56

13

23

Table E.30: Comparisons between signals generated from a stimulus in the middle
of the septum and a stimulus 10mm clockwise from the middle of the
septum.

QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. d difference

Min. / % difference
Max. d % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. d electrode

0.63504
0.87697

0.5526e * 01

0.4118e * 01

-186.28
-18.80

L4
24

0.70601

0.83546
0.1280e + 01

0.4260e * 01

9.66

326.57
24
T4

2.0465
0.5746r

0.6395e * 03

0.2520e -t 02

-436.91
-5.32

L4
24

1.6600

0.60575
0.3573e * 02

0.7541e * 03
5.33

616.61
24
13

Table E.31: Comparisons between signals generated from a stimulus in the middle
of the septum and a stimulus 20mm clockwise from the middle of the
septum.



E.8. LEFT VENTRICULAR FREE WALL STIMULUS VARIATION

E.8 Left ventricular free wall stimulus variation

For these comparisons the maximum QRS deflection is set to be at 102ms with the peak T

wave at 445ms. The QRS interval lies between 5 and 201ms with the ST interval between 201

and 562ms. The minimum potential electrode numbers for the 4 comparison points from the

coupled solution are 23,2,2I,3 and the maximum potential electrode numbers are 2,22,3,2\.

QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. d difference
Max. / difference

Min. / % difference
Max. $ % difference

Min. d electrode
Max. d electrode

0.18663
0.96554

0.4706e * 00

0.4135e * 00

1.50

-67.03
23

D

0.23937
0.95609

0.1858e + 00

0.1362e * 01

-76.60
-6.53

6
23

0.22737
0.96303

0.3230e * 02

0.7587e * 02

t.4l
0.00
22
6

0.23582
0.95686

0.8104e * 02

0.4281e * 07

0.00

-0.15
6

22

Table 8.32: Comparisons between signals generated from a stimulus in the middle
of the left ventricular free wall and a stimulus 20mm anticlockwise
from the middle of the left ventricular free wall.

QRS deflect. Peak T QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. / difference

Min. / % difference
Max. d % difference

Min. @ electrode
Max. / electrode

0.06376
0.99621

0.6254e * 00

0.6170e + 00

- 1.99

-100.00
23

3

0.08766
0.99252

0.2425e * 00

0.3304e * 00

100.00

1.58

3
23

0.10765
0.99099

0.1722e * 02

0.2574e * 02

0.75

0.00
22
o

0.11341

0.98943
0.2429e -t 02

0.1536e * 02

0.00

-0.55
D

2I

Table E.33: Comparisons between signals generated from a stimulus in the middle
of the left venhicular free wall and a stimulus 10mm anticlockwise
from the middle of the left ventricular free wall.
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QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. d difference
Max. d difference

Min. / % difference
Max. d % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. d electrode

0.14488
0.98671

0.3772e * 07

0.5807e + 00

L2.01

94.L2
22
2

0.15031

0.98394
0.5590e * 00

0.2520e + 0I

-230.52
-12.08

2

2l

0.10113
0.98992

0.1969e * 02

0.3006e + 01

0.86

0.00
20
2

0.70474
0.98854

0.Ll67e + 02

0.5825e * 02

0.00

-2.r0
2

20

Table E.34: Comparisons between signals generated from a stimulus in the middle
of the left ventricular free wall and a stimulus 10mm clockwise from
the middle of the left ventricular free wall.

Table E.35: Comparisons between signals generated from a stimulus in the middle
of the left ventricular free wall and a stimulus 20mm clockwise from
the middle of the left ventricular free wall.

QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. / difference

Min. / % difference
Max. / % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. d electrode

0.40166
0.89950

0.I07Ie -l02
0.4053e + 01

34.09

656.89
20
1

0.33523
0.92282

0.2195e * 01

0.5631e + 01

-904.91
-26.99

1

20

0.20951
0.95076

0.1491e * 03

0.8647e * 02

6.53
0.00

18
2

0.22058
0.94542

0.1030e * 03
0.2764e * 03

0.00

-7.80
2

18



8.9. KIGHT YENTRICULAR FREE WALL STIMULUS YARIAT/ON

E.9 Right ventricular free wall stimulus variation

For these comparisons the maximum QRS deflection is set to be at 139ms with the peak T

wave at 491ms. The QRS interval lies between 5 and 210ms with the ST interval between 210

and 570ms. The minimum potential electrode numbers for the 4 comparison points from the

coupled solution are 1,21,2,27 andthe maximumpotential electrode numbers arc21,1, 20,3.

QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. d difference

Min. y' % difference
Max. d % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. / electrode

0.55129
0.7278r

0.8924e - 0l
0.7438e * 01

- 1.38

-36.58
I
l8

0.39521

0.88139
0.3880e * 01

0.1059e * 01

29.3r

-26.05
19
I

0.31269
0.91037

0.2890e * 03

0.3485e * 02

-1989.16
-2.73

I
19

0.31750
0.91572

0.1793e * 02

0.2562e -l03
-0.93
0.00
19
1

Table E.36: Comparisons between signals generated from a stimulus in the middle
of the right ventricular free wall and a stimulus 20mm anticlockwise
from the middle of the right ventricular free wall.

Table E.37: Comparisons between signals generated from a stimulus in the middle
of the right venhicular free wall and a stimulus 10mm anticlockwise
from the middle of the right ventricular free wall.
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QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. d difference

Min. / % difference
Max. d % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. / electrode

0.43143
0.91483

0.5076e * 00

0.7326e -l01

-7.83
-36.03

1

20

0.25232
0.96847

0.4914e * 00

0.2722e * 0l
20.56

-72.09
20

1

0.16595
0.9782r

0.1318e * 03

0.1685e * 02

-907.34
1.03

1

20

0.16783
0.97863

0.2829e * 02

0.6600e * 02

-t.47
0.00
20
2
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Table E.38: Comparisons between signals generated from a stimulus in the middle
of the right ventricular free wall and a stimulus 10mm clockwise from
the middle of the right ventricular free wall.

Table E.39: Comparisons between signals generated from a stimulus in the middle
of the right ventricular free wall and a stimulus 20mm clockwise from
the middle of the right ventricular free wall.

QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. d difference

Min. / % difference
Max. d % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. d electrode

0.13037
0.99428

0.4585e * 00

0.1286e * 01

-7.08
6.33

1

27

0.13545
0.98336

0.5144e * 00

0.3113e * 00

-2.35
-L2.65

2l
1

0.20772
0.97270

0.4157e * 02
0.3564e + 02

-245.34
-2.54

8
2l

0.20490
0.9740r

0.7762e -t 02
0.7853e + 02

4.02

0.00

21

8

QRS deflect. PeakT QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS
Correlation Coef.
Min. / difference
Max. d difference

Min. / % difference
Max. / % difference

Min. / electrode
Max. d electrode

0.37274
0.93017

0.5663e + 01

0.3197e + 01

87.38

-r5.72
1

22

0.39056
0.87335

0.1443e * 01

0.3921e * 01

10.90

-96.44
22
2

0.46380
0.85652

0.2269e + 03

0.5769e * 02

-1561.71
-3.52

L2
22

0.46807
0.86295

0.1227e * 03
0.3099e * 03

0.00

6.36

22
t2



8.10. SEPTAL VS. LEFT VS. RIGI{T VENTKICULAR STIMULAT/ON

E.10 Septal vs. left vs. right ventricular stimulation

For all of these comparisons the QRS interval lies between 5 and 210ms. The ST interval then

lies between 210 and 570ms.

QRS interval ST interval

Relative RMS (Septal vs. LV)
Correlation Coef. (Septal vs. LV)

Relative RMS (LV vs. RV)
Correlation Coef. (LV vs. RV)
Relative RMS (RV vs. Septal)

Correlation Coef. (RV vs. Septal)

7.4385

-0.80684
1.6626

-0.98037
0.82518
0.83307

6.3323

-0.86255
1.6563

-0.99158
0.7625r
0.87958

Table E.40: Differences in the potential traces generated by the three central stimu-
lus sites in the septum, the left ventricular free wall and the right ven-

tricular free wall.
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E.l.L Simulations in three dimensions

These tables provide the results from the three dimensional equivalent cardiac dipole simula-

tions. The timing and placement of the events are acquired from the body strface signals.

Model I Monodomain - Defib. BR I Monodomain - Noble 98

Table E.41: The event times from three dimensional simulations using a mon-
odomain heart with the defibrillation Beeler-Reuter and the Noble 98

cell models.

QRS interval
ST interval

Min. / value
Max. / value
Min. / time
Max. / time

Min. / electrode
Max. d electrode

7-87
87 - 456

-0.287
0.38
42

24

82

82

7-76
76 - 360

-0.283
0.359

35

22

82

82

Model Bidomain - Defi.b. BR Bidomain - Noble 98

QRS interval
ST interval

Min. / value
Max. { value
Min. / time
Max. / time

Min. / electrode
Max. d electrode

1-114
114 - 393

-0.405
0.23

53
24

82

82

1-128
128 - 503

-0.457
0.252

74

28

82

82

TabIeE.4Z: The event times from three dimensional simulations using an or-
thotropic bidomain heart with the defibrillation Beeler-Reuter and the
Noble 98 cell models.



Appendix F

CMISS command files

E l Simple monodomain command file

#
# Solve a monodomain problem using a cubic ionic current model over

# an anisotropic square of tissue
#

#
# Geometry setup

#

FEM define para;r;squar€ # Detine the array sizes which are needed to solve

# the problem

FEM define nodep;square # Detine 9 nodes in two dimensions

FEM define base;r;square # Detine a bilinear basis function

FEM define elem;r;square # Deline 4 bilinear elements ovet the I nodes

FEM define fibr; r;square
FEM define eleml;square fibre

# Define a 30 degree tibre angle at each node

# Use the geometric basis to interpolate the fibre

# angle over the elements

FEM define grid;r;square # Deline one collocation scheme with 41 points in

# each direction and applythe sheme to each of
# the 4 elements

FEM update grid geometry # Use the linite elemant basis function to

# tind the global position of each collocation

# point through interyolation

FEM update grid metric # Calculate the local quadratic elemant br each

# collocation point and then calculate the

# domain metilcs

393
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FEM group grid external as boundary

#
# Problem satup

#

FEM define equap;square

FEM define mateil;squale

FEM define cell;r;square

FEM update grid material

FEM detine init; r;square

FEM define solv;r;square

FEM solve to 0

#

# Main time integration loop

#

foreach $time ( 0..10 ) {
FEM solve restart to $time

\ # end $time

FEM quit

APPENDIX N CM/SS COMMAND FILES

# Place all boundary collocation points in a group

# called 'boundary' which will be used to set

# boundary conditions at the detine initial stage

# Deline a monodomain equation with a simple

# cubic po\nomial ionic current model

# Define the intracellulat conductiv$ tensor with

# a 5:1 anisotrory ratio

# Detine the detault cellular parameters for the

# cubic ionic curent model

# Rotate the material axes into local element

# coordinates at each collocation point then
# calculate the etlective conductivity tensors
# and derivatives

# Define a zero flux boundary condition on all ol
# the domain boundaries

# Define an explbit solution tachnique with an

# 0.01ms time step and an Euler ODE integrator

# Perform an initial solution step. This initialises

# many panmeters and calculates the dilfusion

# coefficients over each local quadratic element

# Solve by looping over time lrom 0 to 10ms in 1ms

# intervals. Notethat 100 iterations will be
# pertormed within each lms step.

# Exit CMISS and return to the command prompt

F.2 Simple bidomain command file

#

# Solve a simple bidomain problem with a time variable defining

# an extracellular stimulus

#

#

# Problem c/asses

#

$TRANSMEMBRANE = 1

SEXTRACELLULAR = 2

# Transmembrane potential class

# Extracellular potential class
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I

# Geometry setup

#

FEM define para;r;biline # Define the array siz6s needed to solve the problem

FEMdefinenode;r;biline #Detine22nodesfora strip of l02Delements
FEM define base;r;biline # Detine a bilinear basis lunction

FEM define efem;r;biline # Define the strip ol 10 elements with the bilinear

# basis function. Because no tibres are defined a

# default zero libre angle is assumed

FEM define gridl; biline

FEM update grid geometry

FEM update grid metric

FEM group grid external as boundary

#

# Problem setup

#

FEM define equa;r;biline class $TRANSMEMBRANE,$EXTRACELLULAR
# Detine a bidomain equation with two problem

# classes and atwovariable Fitzhugh-Nagumo
# ionic current model

FEM define mat€;r;biline class $TRANSMEMBRANE,$EXTRACELLULAR
# Define isotropic intracellular and ertncellular
# conductivity tensors

FEM define cell;r; biline class $TRANSMEMBRANE,$EXTRACELLULAR
# Define the cellular panmeters associated with

# the FiEhugh-Nagumo ionic current model

FEM update grid material class $TRANSMEMBRANE,$EXTRACELLULAR
# Calculate the conductivity values and derivatives

# at the collocation points

FEM define time;r;biline # Detine a time variable for the extracallular

# stimulus magnitude which is set to be a step

# tunction

FEM define init; r; biline class $TRANSMEMBRANE,$EXTRACELLULAR
# Specity zero intracellular boundary tluxes and an

# analytic potential extracellulat boundary

# condition as well as applying the time uariable

# extracellular stimulus to the appropriate points

FEM define solvr; biline class $TRANSMEMBRANE # Define an implicit solution with a sparse LU matrix

# solver. The time step was set to 0.01ms and an

# Euler ODE integrator was used

FEM define solv;r;biline2 class $EXTRACELLULAR # Select an LU solver for the extracellular matrix

FEM solve to 0 class $TRANSMEMBRANE,$EXTRACELLULAR # Pertorm an initial solution step which calculates

# and assembles both matrices

# Define a collocation *heme with 9x9 points in

# each element and apply the scheme to all elemenb
# Use the linite elemant basis to calculate the

# global position of the collocation points

# Calculate the local quadratic elements and
# domain metrics for each collocation point

# Group all of the boundary grid points fot later

# use setting boundaryconditions
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#

# Main time integration loop

#

for $time ( 0..9 ) {
FEM solve restart to $time class $TRANSMEMBRANE,$EXTRACELLULAR

# Restart the solution from the cunent time and
# solve until $time for both problem c/asses. Ihls
# loop solves for gms in lms steps.

)

FEM qult # Exit CMISS and return to the command prompt

E 3 Simple Purkinje fibre command file

#
# Solve over one dimensional Purkinje fibre tree connected to

# a two dimensional tissue slab (monodomain)

#

#
# Problem regions

#

$TISSUE = 1

$TREE = 2

#
# Geometty setup

#

FEM define paral;test

FEM define regi;r;test
FEM deline node;r;square reg $TISSUE
FEM define nodo;r;tree r€g $TREE

FEM define base;r;test

FEM define elem;r;square reg $TISSUE
FEM define elem;r;tree reg $TREE

FEM define fibr;d reg $TISSUE

FEM define fibr;d reg $TREE
FEM define elem;r;square reg $TISSUE fibre

FEM define elem;r;tree reg $TREE fibre

FEM define grid;r;coupled reg $TISSUE,$TREE

FEM update grid geometry reg $TISSUE

FEM update grid geometry reg $TREE

# Two dimensional tissue region
# One dimensional libre region (2D space)

# Detine the arny sizes needed to run the problem

# Define the number of regions in the problem (2)

# Define the nodal positions in the tissue region

# Define the nodal positions in the tree region
# Define the one and two dimensional bases
# Define the interpolation over the tissue region
# Detine the interpolation ovet the tree region

# Define dehult fibre angles(aligned with xi 1)

# in both regions

# Detine the interpolation ol the fibre angles
# over both regions

# Detine two grid schemes, one for 2D and one for 1D

# elements. Select the aryropriate *heme for each
# finite elemant

# Update the geometric position of the collocation
# points in the tissue region by interpolation
# Update the geometric position of the collocation
# points in the tree region by interpolation



F.3. SIMPLE PURKINJE F/BRE COMMAND FILE

FEM update grid metric reg $TISSUE

FEM update grid metric reg $TBEE

FEM group grid external asboundaryl reg $TISSUE
FEM group grid €xternal as boundary2 reg $TREE

#
# Equation setup
#

FEM define equa;r;coupled reg $TISSUE,$TREE

FEM define mator;squar€ reg $TISSUE
FEM define mate;r;tree reg $TREE
FEM define celll;square reg $TISSUE
FEM define celll;tree reg $TREE
FEM update grid material reg $TISSUE
FEM update grid material reg $TREE

FEM detine init;r;square reg $TISSUE
FEM define init ; r ;tree reg $TREE

FEM define coup;c tree-reg $TREE tissue-reg $TISSUE

FEM define solv;r;coupled reg $TISSUE,$TREE

FEM solve to 0 reg $TISSUE,$TBEE

# Main time integration loop

#

foreach $time ( "00' .i'30' ) {
toreach $deci ( "0' .:'9" ) {

FEM solve restart to "$time.$deci" reg $TISSUE,$TBEE

FEM update grid solution

FEM export elem;"square-$time$deci" field reg $TISSUE

FEM export elem;"tree-$time$deci' field reg $TREE

)

)
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# Crcate the leal biquadntic elements and calculate

# the domain metrics in the tissue region

# Creata the local quadntic elements and calculate

# the domain metrics in the tree region

# Group the boundary points ol the tissue region

# Group the boundary points of the tee region

# Define a simple (cubic) ionic current model in

# each ol the two regions

# Detine the conductivity tensor for lhe tissue

# Deline the conductivity value tor the tree

# Define the cellular panmeters fot the tissue

# Define the cellular parameters lor the tree

# Calculate the atfective conductivity tensor and

# deriuatives tor the two regions (no rotations

# are required as the material and local element

# ditections are already aligned)

# Define no flux boundary conditions on all a<ternal

# boundaries and the cuftent injection at the

# start of the tibre tree

# Define the coupling automatically between the tree

# and the tissue. Tree branches with no distal

# connections ara automatically coupled to the

# closest tissue point

# Define the solution paameters for the problem

# which included an 0.1ms time step and an

# Euler ODE integrator with an implicit solution

# Pertorm an initial solution , both regions are

# assembled into a single matrix as the

# collocation point numbers arc unique

# Solve lrom the previous time step to $time.$deci
# for both of the regions

# Calculate the potential within the hosl l,.ssue as

# a result of the terminal Purkinje fibres

# Expott the potantial field at the currcnt time lor
# the tissue region

# Expott the potential field at the cunent time for

# the tree region
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FEM export nod6;tr€€ reg $TREE astree

FEM export elem;tr€6 reg $TREE as tree

FEM export node;square reg $TISSUE as square

FEM export elem;square reg $TISSUE as square

FEM quit
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# Expott the geometry of the tree mesh for viewing

# using the graphical front end

# Export the gaometry ol the tissue mesh tor

# viewing in the graphical front end

# Exit CMISS and return to the command prompt

E 4 Dipole source generation command file

#

# Generate dipole sources from the solution ot an isolated bidomain problem

# and write the dipoles to a file
#

#
# Problem regions

$GRIDHT = 
.I

#
# Problem c/asses

#

$GRDCLS ='l
$EXTCLS = 2

#
# Geometty setup

#

FEM define paral;minimal

FEM define node;r;gridhtr reg $GRIDHT

FEM def ine base; r;torsoslice

FEM define €lem;r;gridhtr reg $GRIDHT

# Finite element myocardial region

# Transmembrane potential class

# Extracellular potential class

# Define the array sizes needed to run the problem

# Detine the nodal positions for the heart region

# Define the tinite element basis functions

# Define the finite elements and interpolations

# Define the nodal fibre field values and derivatives
# for the cardiac region
# Define the interpolation of the tibre lield over

# the cardiac elements

# Deline the collocation schemes and which scheme
# applies to each of the cardiac tinite elements

# Update the geometric positions of the collocation
# points using basis function interpolation

# Calculate the lrcal quadratic elemenb lor each

# collocation points and the domain metrics

ventricular enduardial points

ventricular endocardial points

FEM define fibr; r; gridhtr r€g $GRIDHT

FEM define elem;r;gridhtr reg $GRIDHT fibre

FEM define grid;r; gridhtr reg $GBIDHT

FEM update grid geometry reg $GRIDHT

FEM update grid metric reg $GRIDHT

FEM group grid xi2=Q elem 11 ..20,27,28 as Lv€ndo reg $GRIDHT # Group the latt

FEM group grid xi2='l elem 11,13,19,20 as Rvendol reg $GRIDHT #

FEM group grid xi2=0 el€m 1,3,9,10,2'1,22,25,26 as RVendo2 reg $GRIDHT #

FEM group grid grid RVendol,RVendo2 as RVendo reg $GRIDHT # Group the right
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FEM group grid grid LVendo,RVendo as endocardium reg $GRIDHT # Group the endocardial collocation points

FEM group grid xi2=1 elem 1 ..10,21 ..26 as epicardium reg $GRIDHT # Group the epicardial collocation points

FEM group grid external as boundary reg $GRIDHT # Group all boundary collocation points

FEM group grid grid 55130..55135,55199..55204,55268..55272,55336..55339,5903..5il05 as s2a reg $GRIDHT
FEM group grid grid 55469..55475,55539..55543,55607..55610,55674..55679,55743..55747 as s2b reg $GRIDHT
FEM group grid grid 5581 1..55814,59911..59915,59979..59982,60046..60049,60113..601 15 as s2c reg $GRIDHT
FEM group grid grid 60179..60181,60245,60246,60310..60312,60376..60378,60442,60443,60507 as s2d reg $GRIDHT
FEM group grid grid 60508,60572..60575,60639..60643,60707..60710,60774..60777,60841,60842 as s2e reg $GRIDHT

FEM group grid grid 60906,60907,60971,60972,61036..61038,61 102,61 103,61 167..61 169 as s2t reg $GRIDHT
FEM group grid grid 75825..75846,75890..75910,79995..80037,80058..80120,42836..42866 as sga reg $GRIDHT

FEM group grid grid 42901..42930,42931..42965,42995..43030,51258..51298,51321..51360 as ssb reg $GRIDHT

FEM group grid grid 51384..51422,51470..51484 as s3c reg $GRIDHT

FEM group grid grid 46406..46408,46470..46472,46535..46537 as stimulusl reg $GRIDHT
# Group the points at which the cuffent injection

# will occur tor the lirst sllmulus sile

# Group the points at which the current injection

# will occur for the second stimulus site

# Group the points at which the current injection

# will occur for the thitd stimulus site

FEM group grid grid 66..130,8516..8550,83397..83459,103872..103934,37864..37895 as stimulus4 reg $GRIDHT

# Group the points at which the current iniection

# will occur for the fourth stimulus site

# Problem setup

FEM define equa;r;alto reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS,$EXTCLS lock

FEM define mate;r;alto reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS,$EXTCLS

FEM define cellr;n98 reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS,$EXTCLS

FEM deline matel;alto cell reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS,$EXTCIS

FEM update grid materi reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS,$EXTCLS

FEM define init;r;alto reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS,$EXTCLS

FEM define solv;r;alto reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS

FEM define solv;r;alto reg $GRIDHT class $EXTCLS
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FEM group grid grid s2a,s2b,s2c,s2d,s2e,s2f as stimulus2 reg $GRIDHT

FEM group grid grid s3a,s3b,ssc as stimulus3 reg $GRIDHT

# Deline bidomain eeuations with two solution

# c/asses and a Noble 98 ionic current model

# Define the spatially varying intracellular and
# extracellular conductivity tensors

# Detine the cellular parameters used in the

# Noble 98 ionic model

# Define any spatially varying cellular parameters.

# Here the stimulus parameters are defined

# Hotate the material axes to the local element

# axes at each collocation point and calculate

# the etfective conductivity tensors and

# derivatives

# Detine zero intracellular tlux and analytic

# potential extracellular boundaryconditions

# Define the solution parameters for the

# transmembrane potential dittusion and ionic

# current problems

# Define the solution parameters for the

# extracellular Dotential solution

FEM solve activ to 0 reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS,$EXTCLS calc-activ # Pertorm an initial solution step in the bidomain

# problem which creates the diffusion matrices

# and initialises variables. The calc-activ

# paametet allows the calculation and storage

# ol the collocation point activation times
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# Main time integration looq

#

for $SOLNTIME ( 0..500 ) {
FEM solve activ rostart to "$SOLNTIME'reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS,$E)CICLS calc-activ

# Solve lrom the cuffent solution time to SSOLNTIME

# with the step size defined in the deline solve

# command.

FEM define sour;c grid diregion $GRIDHT gnegion $GRIDHT time'$SOLNTIME"

grclass $GRDCLS diclass $GRDCLS fixed.oosition # Calculate an equivalent dipole source lor each

# linite elemant by summing all of the cellular

# sourcas within each finite element. The

# tixedqosition qualifier means the dipole

# centres are lixed at the element centres. The

# dipole vectors arc time dependent and the

# current vectors are relerencad by $SOLNTIME

I

FEM dsfine sour;w;dipoles grid diregion $GRIDHT gnegion $GRIDHT diclass $GRDCLS grclass $GRDCLS

FEM qult

# Loop through all of the times lor which dipole
# sources were calculated and write the dipole
# centres and vectors to a lile which may be
# read in to the cardiac region of a passive

# torso problem

# Exit CMISS and return to the command prompt

n5 Dipole source solution command file

#
# Solva a quasistatic coupled torso problem using precalculated

# dipole sources to genente potentials throughout the torso

#

#
# Problem regions

#

$cAvrw = 1

$LVENTL = 2

$BVENTL = 3

$BEMHRT = 4

$GRIDHT = 5

#

# Problem c/asses

#

$TLAPLC = 1

# Torso cavity region - boundary elements
# Left ventricular region - boundary elements
# Right venticuar region - boundary elements
# Myocardial region - boundary elements
# Myocardial region - finite elements (not used)

# Coupled torso class - generalised Laplace
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#
# Geometry setup
#

FEM define para;r;minimal # Detine the aftay shes necessary to run the problem

FEM define regi;r;torsoslice # Define the number of regions in the problem (5)

FEM define node;r;allregions reg all # Detine the node positions tor all regions

FEM define base;r;torsoslice # Deline the tinita 6lem6nt and boundary elament

# basis functions

FEM define elem;r;allregions reg all # Deline the element connectivities and calculate

# scale factors

#
# Problem setup
I

FEM define €quar;cavity reg $CAVITY,$LVENTL,$RVENTL,$BEMHRT class $TLAPLC lock

# Deline a quasistatic generalised Laplace equation

# in each of the torso regions including the heart
FEM define mate;r;cavity reg $CAVITY,$LVENTL,$RVENTL,$BEMHRT class $TLAPLC

# Detine the passive material parameters for each

# of the torso regions

FEM define sour;r;dipoles reg $BEMHRT class $TLAPLC # Read the pracalculated dipole source terms into

# the boundary element cardiac region

FEM define init ; r; cavity reg $CAVIW,$LVENTL,$RVENTL,$BEMHRT class $TLAPLC
# Define no llux torso surlace boundary conditions

# with a single surf.ace reference potential , Ail
# other boundary conditionsara taken care ol
# internally through region interlace conditions

FEM define norm;r;ventcl # Define the notmal reversls on the boundary

# elements ot the right ventriculat septal wall to

# ensure consistency with tha cardiac directions

FEM define coup;r;cavity reg $CAVITY,$LVENTL,$RVENTL,$BEMHRT class $TLAPLC
# Define the We pl coupling (coupled Laplace)

# befween the torso ragions

FEM define solv;r;cavity reg $CAVITY,$LVENTL,$RVENTL,$BEMHRT class $TLAPLC coupled

# Define the quasistatic solution parameters

# including time step size and start and end

# timas. Tha Salu consistency criteria is also

# selacted along with the matrix solution

# technique and a filename for solution output

FEM solve coupled reg $CAVITY,$LVENTL,$RVENTL,$BEMHRT class $TLAPLC
# Loop over time internally and solve the

# quasistatic dipole sourca problem updating the

# dipole centres and vectors are required tor
# each time step

FEM quft # Exit CMISS and return to the command prompt
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Direct matrix coupling command file

#
# Solve a coupled two dimensional torso problem using

# dir^ct matrix assembly with an isotropic torso slice

#

#
# Problem regions

#

$cAvlw = 1

$LVENTL = 2

$RVENTL = 3

$BEMHRT = 4

$GRIDHT = 5

#
# Problem c/asses

#

$TLAPLC = 1

$LVECLS = 2

$RVECLS = 3

$GRDCLS = 4

$EXTCLS = s

#
# Miscallaneous variables

I

$cusPNoDES ="77,78"
$COUPTYPE = 7

$SALUNODE = 49

$STARTTIME = 0

$ENDTIME = 500

$OUTPUTFI LE = "test-output"

#
# Geometry setup

FEM define paral;minimal

FEM define regi;r; torsoslice

FEM define node;r;allregions reg all

FEM define base;r;torsoslice

FEM define €lem;r;allregions reg all

FEM define fibrr;gridhtr reg $GRIDHT

FEM define elem;r;gridhtr reg $GRIDHT fibre

# Torso cavity region - boundary elements

# Left ventricular region - houndary elements

# Hight ventricular region - boundary elements

# Myocardial region - boundary elements

# Myocardial region - linite elements

# Torso cav$ class - generalised Laplace
# Lett ventricular class - generalised Laplace
# Right ventricular class - genenlised Laplace
# First cardiac class - tansmembnne potential

# Second cardiac class - ertncellular potential

# Right ventricular cusp nodes
# Type of extncellular coupling

# Torso node lixed as a reference potential

# Time of the start ol the simulation

# Time of the and of the simulation
# File name ot the history file to be used

# Detine the anay sizes necessary to run the ptoblem
# Define the number of regions in the problem (5)

# Define the node positions lor all regions
# Define the finite element and boundary element
# basis tunctions
# Define the element connectivities and calculate
# scale factots

# Define the nodal fibre field values and derhntives
# tor the cardiac tegion

# Define the interpolation ol the fibre field over
# the cardiac elements
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FEM detine grid;r; gridhtr reg $GRIDHT

FEM update grid geometry reg $GRIDHT

FEM update grid metric reg $GRIDHT

FEM group grid xi2=0 elem 11..20,27,28 as LVendo reg $GRIDHT
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# Detine the collocation schemes and which scheme

# applies to each of the cardiac finite elements

# Update the geometric positions of the collocation

# points using basis lunction interpolation

# Calculate the local quadratic element lor each

# collocation point and the domain metrics

# Group the left ventriculat endocardial Doints

FEM group grid xi2=1 elem 11,13,19,20 as RVendol reg $GRIDHT #
FEM group grid xi2=0 elem 1 ,3,9,10,21 ,22,25,26 as FlVendo2 reg $GRIDHT #

FEM group grid grid RVendol,RVendo2 as RVendo reg $GRIDHT # Group the right ventricular endocardial points

FEM group grid grid LVendo,RVendo as endocardium reg $GRIDHT # Group the endocardial collocation points

FEM group grid xi2=1 elem 1..10,21..26 as epicardium reg $GRIDHT # Group the epicardial collocation points

FEM group grid external as boundary reg $GRIDHT # Group all boundary collocation points

FEM group grid grid 46406..46408,46470..46472,46535..46537 as stimulusl reg $GRIDHT
# Group the points at which the current injection

# will occur for the first stimulus site

FEM group grid grid 55130..551 35,55199..55204,55268..55272,55336..55339,55403..55405 as s2a reg $GRIDHT
FEM group grid grid 55469..55475,55539..55543,55607..55610,55674..55679,55743..55747 as s2b reg $GRIDHT
FEM group grid grid 5581 1..55814,5991 1..59915,59979..59982,60046..60049,60113..601 15 as s2c reg $GRIDHT
FEM group grid grid 60179..60181,60245,60246,60310..60312,60376..60378,60442,60443,60507 as s2d reg $GRIDHT
FEM group grid grid 60508,60572..60575,60639..60643,60707..6071O,60774..60777,60841,60842 as s2e reg $GRIDHT
FEM group grid grid 60906,60907,60971,60972,61036..61038,61102,61103,61167..61169 as s2f reg $GRIDHT
FEM group grid grid s2a,s2b,s2c,s2d,s2e,s2f as stimulus2 reg $GRIDHT

# Group the points at which the cuffent injection

# will occur tor the second stimulus site

FEM group grid grid 75825..75846,75890..75910,79995..80037,80058..80120,42836..42866 as s3a reg $GRIDHT
FEM group grid grid 42901..42930,42931 ..42965,42995..43030,51258..51298,51321 ..51360 as s3b reg $GRIDHT
FEM group grid grid 51384..51422,51470..51484 as s3c reg $GRIDHT
FEM group grid grid s3a,s3b,s3c as stimulus3 reg $GRIDHT # Group the points at which the current injection

# will occur lor the third stimulus site

FEM group grid grid 66..130,8516..8550,83397..83459,103872..103934,37864..37895 as stimulus4 reg $GRIDHT
# Group the points at which the current injection

# will occur for the fourth stimulus site

FEM update node grid grid-reg $GRIDHT bem-reg $BEMHRT exclude node $CUSPNODES
# For each epicardial and endocardial surhce node

# select the closest boundary collocation point

# except the two cusp nodes which select the

# closest internal collocation point

FEM update node geomet from grid reg $BEMHRT except node $CUSPNODES
# Update the boundary nodal positions so they lie

# exactly at a boundary collocation point

# Equation setup

# Define a generalised Laplace equation in the torso

# cavity region

FEM define equa;r;cavity reg $CAVITY class $TLAPLC lock
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FEM define equa;r;LV reg $LVENTL class $LVECLS lock # Define a generalised Laplace equation in the left

# ventricular region

FEM define equal;Rv reg $RVENTL class $RVECLS lock # Detine a generalised Laplace equation in the right

# ventricular region

FEM define equa;r;alto reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS,$EXTGLS lock # Define a bidomain framework within the myocardial

# region consisting of a transmembrane potential

# class and an extracellular class. Select which

# ionic currcnt model will be used for the

# simulation (Noble9?)

FEM define mate;r;cavity reg $CAVITY class $TLAPLC # Define an isotropic conductivity tensor (0.22) in
# the torso cavity rcgion

FEM define mate;r;LV reg $LVENTL class $LVECLS # Detine an isotropic conductivity tensor (0.67) in
# the left ventricular region

FEM define mate:r;Rv reg $RVENTL class $RVECLS # Define an isottopic conductivity tensor (0.67) in

# the right ventricular region

FEM define mate;;alto reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS,$EXTCLS # Detine intracellular and extracellular anisotropic
# conductivity tensors. Because the libres do not
# lie in the plane of the slice , the fibre
# conductivities are defined as a nodally based
# field and interpolated

FEM define cell;r;n98 reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS,$EXTCLS # Define the cellular panmeters which define the

# Noble 98 ionic current model

FEM define mate;r;alto cell reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS,$EXTCLS # Deline the spatially varying parameters specified
# within the define cell command. ln this case the

# stimulus start time, stop time and magnitude
# have all been llagged as being spatially varying

FEM update grid materi reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS,$EXTCLS # Rotate the material axes into a local element

# coordinate system, then calculate the etlective

# conductivity tensors and deilvatives at each
# collocation point

FEM define init; r ; cavity2 reg $CAVITY class $TLAPLC # Define the initial conditions imposed on the torso
# cavity region. Potential boundary conditions were

# specified on the epicardium (overwritten) and
# no flux conditions were set on the torso surtace
# along with a relerence potential

FEM define init; r;LV reg $LVENTL class $LVECLS # Define initial potential boundary conditions on the

# left ventricle (overwritten)

FEM define init; r ;RV reg $RVENTL class $RVECLS # Define initial potential boundary conditions on the

# right ventricle (overwritten)

FEM define init;r;alto reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS,$E)a|CLS # Define a zerc intracellular flux on all boundary
# collocation points. Also define a temporary
# extracellular boundary condition which is
# overwritten by the coupling conditions. No time
# variables were used in this problem

FEM define norm;r;ventcl # Define the normal reversals on the boundary
# elements of the right ventricular septal wall to

# ensure consistency with the finite element
# myocatdialdirections

FEM define solv;r;alto reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS # Define the solution parameterc for the coupled

FEM define solv;r;alto reg $GRIDHT class $EXTCLS # bidomain problem including it the transmembrane
# potential is to be solved implicitly or
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FEM define solvil;cavity reg $CAVITY class $TLAPLC

FEM define solv;r;LV reg $LVENTL class $LVECLS

FEM define solv;r;RV reg $RVENTL class $BVECLS

#
# lnitial ptoblem solution

FEM solve reg $CAVITY class $TLAPLC

FEM solve reg $LVENTL class $LVECLS

FEM solve reg $RVENTL class $BVECLS

# explicitly ( implicit ), the tyry of matrix

# solution to be used for each matrix (UMFPACK),

# the We ot ODE integntor (Adams-Moulton) and
# the time step used (0.05ms) as well as other

# solution parameters

# Define the solution panmeters tor the cavity region

# including the use of the Salu consistency criteria

# lor use with the torso reference potential

# Define the solution parameters for the lett

# ventricular region

# Detine th6 solution parameters for the right

# ventilcular region

# Set up the torso cavity solution matrices by

# solving for the torso cav$ as a separate

# problem

# Set up the solution matrices lor the lelt
# ventricle by solving as a separate prcblem

# Set up the solution matrices tor the right

# ventricle by solving as a sepante problem
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FEM solve activ coupled to 0 reg $GRIDHT,$LVENTL,$RVENTL,$CAVIW
class $GRDCLS,$EXTCLS,$LVECLS,$RVECLS,$TLAPLC
grid boundary cptype $COUPTYPE fixed-node $SALUNODE calc-activ

# Pertorm an initial solution step in tha coupled

# bidomain problem. This includes calculating

# the collocation point coelficients and assembling

# them into uansmembrane and ertncellular
# matrices as well as coupling the extracellular

# and ertramyocardial matrbes. Many parameters

# are also initialised during this step

FEM open hisI;$OUTPUTFILE write vari YP niylist 1 class $TLAPLC reg $CAVITY binary

# Open a binary history file to write out the nodal

# solution from the epicardium and body surface at

# each time step

#

# Main time integration loop

for $SOLNTIME ( $STARTTIME..$ENDTIME ) {
FEM solve activ coupled restart to "$SOLNTIME" reg $GBIDHT,$LVENTL,$RVENTL,$CAVIry

class $GRDCLS,$EXTCLS,$LVECLS,$RVECLS,$TLAPLC grid boundary cptype $COUPTYPE
fixed-node $SALUNODE calc-activ

# Solve from the stored time until $SOLNTIME
# coupling all boundary collocation points and
# using coupling We $CPTYPE. The tixed

# potential relerence node is $SALUNODE and the

# calc-activ qualifier allows the storage of

# activation times for aach collocation point
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FEM write history tim€ '$SOLNTIME vari YP class $TLAPLC reg $CAVITY binary

# Write the cunent nodal solution to the

# binary history file

#
# Save solution parameters

#

FEM export nod€;heart as heart reg $GRIDHT

FEM export elem;heart as h6art reg $GRIDHT

FEM update grid activation-times reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS

FEM list grid;output grid 1 activ

FEM close hist class $TLAPLC reg $CAVITY binary

FEM quit

# Export the geometry of the heart so that it may
# be read into the graphical lront end to CMTSS.

# Export the actiwtion times of each collocation

# List the earliest and latest activation times

# Close the binary history file which was opened

# to store the nodal solutions

# Exit CMISS and return to the command prompt

FEM oxport elem;activ as h6art iy 4 reg $GBIDHT field class $GRDCLS # point as an element based field

F.7 lterative coupling command file

# Solva a coupled two dimensional torso problem using

# an iterative coupling technique for the epicardium with

# the ventilcular regions directly assembled

#

#
# Problem regions

#

$CAVITY = 1

$LVENTL = 2

$RVENTL = 3

$BEMHRT = 4

$LTLUNG = 5

$RTLUNG = 6

$MUSFAT = 7

$GRIDHT = 8

#

# Problem c/asses

#

$TLAPLC = 1

$LVECLS = 2

$RVECLS = 3

$GRDCLS = 4

$EXTCLS = 5

# Torso cavity region - boundary elements

# Left ventricular region - boundary elements
# Right ventricular region - boundary elements
# Myrcardial region - boundary elements
# Left lung region - boundary elements

# Right lung rcgion - boundary elements

# Combined muscle and ht regions - linite elements
# Myocardial region - finite elemants

# Coupled torso class - generalised Laplace
# Left ventricular class - generalised Laplace
# Right ventricular class - generalised Laplace
# First cardiac class - tnnsmembrane potential

# Second cardiac c/ass - extracellulat potential
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#

# ltention control variables

#

$NUM-ITERS = 0 # The cunent number ol iterations petbrmed
$MAX-ITERS = 50 # The maximum number ol iteations allowed

$FINISHED = 0 # Boolean for the status of the iterations

$POTE-TOL = 0.1 # Maximum tolerance for potential diflerences

$FLUX-TOL = 0.1 # Maximum tolennc? for flux difterences

$POTE1 = 1.0 # Maximum diflerence between the potential solutions

$FLUXI = 1.0 # Maximum dillerance between the llux solutions

$ALPHAI = 0.0 # Amount ol collocation solution used when updating

# collocation boundary conditions

$ALPHA2 = 0.4 # Amount ot collocation solution used when updating

# boundary element boundary conditions

#

# M iscella neous va riab le s
#

$CUSPNODES ="77,78" # Right ventricular cusp nodes

$COUPTYPE = 5 # Type of extracellulat coupling

$OUTPUTFILE = "test-output' # File name ot the history lile to ba used

#
# Geometry setup

#

FEM define parail;minimal # Define the anay sizes needed to run the problem

FEM define regi;r;torsoslice # Define the number of regions in the problem (8)

FEM define node;r;allregionstx2lx2 reg all # Deline the node positions for all regions

FEM define bas€;r;torsosfice # Deline tha linite element and boundary element

# basis functions

FEM define eleml;allregionsb<2|x2 reg all # Deline the element interpolations and calculate

# the element scale tactots

FEM define fibr;r; gridhtr reg $GRIDHT # Define the nodal fibre field values and derivatives

# lor the cardiac rcgion

FEM define fibr; r;muscle reg $MUSFAT # Define the nodal libre lield values and derivatives

# for the skeletal muscle region. The subcutaneous

# ht region E unalfected as it is isotropic

FEM define elem;r;gridhtr reg $GRIDHT fibre # Define the interpolation of the libre lield over

# the cardiac elements

FEM define elem;;muscle reg $MUSFAT fibre # Define the interpolation of the fibre tield over

# the skeletal muscle elements

FEM define gridp; gridhtr reg $GRIDHT

FEM update grid geometry reg $GRIDHT

FEM update grid mehic reg $GRIDHT

# Define the collocation schemes and which scheme

# applies to each ot the cardiac tinite elements

# Update the ggometric positbns of the collocation

# points using basis function interpolation

# Calculate the local quadratic element for each

# collocation point along with the domain metrics

FEM group grid xi2=0 elem 11..20,27,28 as LVendo reg $GRIDHT # Group the lelt ventriculat endocatdial points

FEM group gridxi2=1 elem 11,13,19,20 as RVendol reg $GRIDHT #
FEM group grid xi2=0 elem 1,3,9,10,21 ,22,25,26 as RVendo2 reg $GRIDHT #
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FEM group grid grid RVendol,RVendo2 as RVendo reg $GRIDHT # Group the right ventricular endocardial points

FEM group grid grid LVendo,RVendo as endocardium reg $GRIDHT # Group the endocardial collocation points

FEM group grid xi2=1 elem 1..10,21..26 as epicardium reg $GRIDHT # Groupthe epicatdial collocation points

FEM group grid external as boundary reg $GRIDHT # Group all boundary collocation points

FEM group grid grid 55130..55135,55199..55204,55268,.55272,55336..55339,55403..55405 as s2a reg $GRIDHT

FEM group grid grid 55469..55475,55539..55543,55607..55610,55674..55679,55743..55747 as s2b reg $GRIDHT

FEM group grid grid 55811..55814,59911..59915,59979..59982,60046..60049,60113..601 15 as s2c reg $GRIDHT

FEM group grid grid 60179..60181,60245,60246,60310..60312,60376..60378,60442,60443,60507 as s2d reg $GFIDHT

FEM group grid grid 60508,60572..60575,60639..60643,60707..60710,60774..60777,60841,60842 as sze reg $GRIDHT

FEMgroupgridgrid60906,60907,60971,60972,61036..61038,61 102,61 103,61 167..61 169 ass2f reg$GRIDHT

FEM group grid grid 75825..75846,75890..75910,79995..80037,80058..80120,42836..42866 as s3a reg $GRIDHT

FEM group grid grid 42901 ..42930,42931..42965,42995..43030,51258..51298,51321..51360 as sSb reg $GRIDHT

FEM group grid grid 51384..51422,51470..51484 as s3c reg $GRIDHT

FEM group grid grid 46406..46408,46470..4&72,46535..46537 as stimulusl reg $GRIDHT
# Group the points at which the cuffent injection

# will occur tor the fist stimulus site

FEM group grid grid s2a,s2b,s2c,s2d,s2e,s2f as stimulus2 reg $GRIDHT
# Group the points at which the current injection

# will occw for the second stimulus site

FEM group grid grid ssa,s3b,s3c as stimuluss reg $GRIDHT
# Group the points at which the current injection

# wiil occur tor the third stimulus site

FEM group grid grid 66..130,8516..8550,83397..83459,103872..103934,37864..37895 as stimulus4 reg $GRIDHT
# Group the points at which the cunent injection
# will occur for the tourth stimu/us site

FEM update node grid grid-reg $GRIDHT bem-reg $BEMHRT exclude node $CUSPNODES
# For each epicardial and endocardial surtace node
# select the closest boundary collocation point
# except the two cusp nodes which select the

# closest intemal collocation point

FEM update node geomet trom grid reg $BEMHRT except node $CUSPNODES # Update the boundary nodal positions so they
# Iie exactly at a boundary collocation point

# Equation setup

FEM define equa;r;cavity reg $CAVITY,$LTLUNG,$RTLUNG,$MUSFAT class $TLAPLC lock

FEM define equa;r;LV reg $LVENTL class $LVECLS lock

FEM define equa;r;RV reg $RVENTL class $RVECLS lock

FEM define equa;r;alto reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS,$EXTCLS lock

# Define a generalised Laplace equation to be solved
# in all ol the regions external to the
# epicardial surtace
# Define a generalised Laplace equation in the left
# ventricular region

# Define a generalised Laplace equation in the right
# ventriculat region
# Define a bidomain fnmework within the myocardial
# region consisting of a tnnsmembrane potential

# class and an extracellular class. Select which
# ionic current model will be used for the

# simulation (Noble98)



FEM define mate;r;LV

FEM define mate;r;RV

FEM define mate;r;alto

reg $LVENTL class $LVECLS

reg $RVENTL class $RVECLS

reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS,$EXTCLS
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FEM define mate;r;cavity reg $CAVITY,$LTLUNG,$RTLUNG,$MUSFAT class $TLAPLC
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# Detine conductivity tensors in each of the torso

# regions. The torso cavity and both of the lung

# regions were detined to be isotropic . ln the

# combined muscle/fat region, element based

# conductivities were used to differentiate the

# isotropic fat layer from the anisotropic muscle

# layer

# Detine an isotropic conductivity tensor (0.67) in
# the left ventricular region

# Define an isotropic conductivity tensor (0.67) in

# the right ventricular region

# Define intracellular and extracellulat anisottopic

# conductivity tensors. Because the fibrcs do not

# lie in the plane ol the slice , the fibre

# conductivities are detined as a nodally based

# field and interpolated

# Detine the cellular panmeters which detine the

# Noble 98 ionic current model

# Deline the spatially varying parameters specitied

# within the define cell command. ln this case the

# stimulus statt time, stop time and magnitude

# have all been flagged as being spatially varying

# Rotate the material axes into a local element

# coordinate system, then calculate the etlective

# conductivity tensors and derivatives at each

# collocation point

# Define the initial conditions imposed on the torso

# cavity region. Zero flux boundary conditions were

# set on the torco surtace along with a single

# reference potential. Flux boundaryconditions

# were set on the epicardial surface, the values

# are overwritten according to the extracellulal

# flux.

# Define initial potential boundary conditions on the

# left ventricle (overwritten)

# Detine initial potential boundary conditions on the

# right ventricle (overwritten)

# Define a zero intracellular flux on all boundary

# collocation points. Deline temporary extracellular

# boundary condilions which will be overwiltten

# according to the boundary conditions set at the

# coupled boundary element nodes

# Define the normal reversals on the boundary

# elements of the right ventricular septal wall to
# ensure consistency with the tinite element

# myocardialdirections

FEM define cell;r;alto reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS,$EXTCLS

FEM define mate;r;alto reg $GRIDHT cell class $GRDCLS,$EXTCLS

FEM update grid materi reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS,$EXTCLS

FEM define init;r;cavity reS $CAVITY,$LTLUNG,$RTLUNG,$MUSFAT class $TLAPLC

FEM define init;r;LV reg $LVENTL class $LVECLS

FEM define init; r ; RV reg $RVENTL class $RVECLS

FEM define init;r;alto reg $GRIDHT class $GRDGLS,$EXTCLS

FEM define norml;ventcl

FEM def ine coupr;cavity reg $CAVITY,$LTLU NG,$HTLUNG,$M USFAT class $TLAPLC
# Define the type of coupling between the torso

# regions (coupled Laplace)

FEM update elem reg $GRIDHT,$CAVITY class $EKICLS,$TLAPLC grids epicardium

# Calculate for each boundary collocation point on



FEM define solvl;alto reg $GRIDHT class $GBDCLS

FEM define solv;r;alto reg $GRIDHT class $EXTCLS

FEM define solvl;cavity reg $CAVITY,$LTLUNG,$RTLUNG,$MUSFAT class $TLAPLC coupled
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FEM define solv;r;LV

FEM define solv;r;RV

reg $LVENTL class $LVECLS

reg $RVENTL class $RVECLS
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# the epicardium, in whbh boundary element the

# point lies and at what local element coordinate

# position

# Deline the solution parameters tor the coupled

# bidomain problem including if the transmembrane

# potential is to be solrpd implicitly or

# explicitly ( implicit ), the type of matrix solver

# to be used lor each matilx (UMFPACK), the type

# ot ODE integratot (Adams-Moulton) and the time

# step used (0.05ms) as well as other solution

# paramaters

# Define the solution parameters fot the coupled

# passive torso regions. The sama paramaters apply
# to all regions with the exception ol the Salu
# consistency parameters applied at the fixed torso
# potential

# Define the solution panmeters for the left
# ventricular region

# Define the solution parameters br the right
# ventricular region

# Solve the initial torso problem lor all ot the
# regions erternal to the epicatdial surtace
# Set up the solution matrices for the lett

# ventricle by solving as a sepante problem

# Set up the solution matrices for the right
# ventriclg by solving as a separate problem

#
# lnitial problem solution

#

FEM solve reg $CAVITY,$LTLUNG,$RTLUNG,$MUSFAT class $TLAPLC coupled

FEM solve reg $LVENTL

FEM solve reg $RVENTL

class $LVECLS

class $RVECLS

FEM solve activ coupled to 0 reg $GRIDHT,$LVENTL,$RVENTL,$CAVIW
class $GRDCLS,$EXTCLS,$LVECLS,$RVECLS,$TLAPLC grid endocardium

cptype $COUPTYPE calc-activ
# Pertorm an initial solution step in the coupled

# bidomain problem. This includes calculating

# the collocation point coelficients and assembling
# them into transmembrane and ertracellular

# matrices as well as coupling the extracellular
# and ventricular matrices. Many parameters are

# also initialised during this step.

FEM open h|sI;$OUTPUTFILE write vari YP niylist 1 class $TLAPLC reg $CAVIW,$MUSFAT binary
# Open a binary history tile to write out the nodal
# solution lrom the epicardium and body surface at
# each time step. The epicardial solutions come

# from the $CAVITY region and the body surface
# solutions come from the $MUSFAT region

# Main time integration loop

#
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for $HUN(o..a) {
for $'TEN(0..9) i

for $UNl(0..s) {
for $DEG(0..9) {

for $HTH(0,5) {
FEM solve activ coupled transmembrane restart to "$HUN$TEN$UN|.$DEC$HTH'

reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS,$EICICLS noupdat6 calc-activ

4TT

# Solve the transmembrane potential equation trom

# the stored time until time specified by the

# concatenated loop string. The noupdate parameter

# stops the overwriting of the previous final

# solution.

# lnitialise the number ol iterations pertormed

# lnitialise the finished boolean tlariable

# Loop over until the solution has converged to

# within the allowed tolerances or the maximum

# number ol iterutions has been achieved

$NUM-ITERS = 0;

$FINISHED = O;

while(!$FINISHED && $NUM-ITERS<=$MALITERS) {
$NUM-ITERS++;

FEM solve activ coupled extra restart region $GRIDHT,$LVENTL,$RVENTL,$CAVITY
class $GRDCLS,$EXTCLS,$LVECLS,$RVECLS,$TLAPLC noupdate static alpha $ALPHAl
grid endocardium cptype $COUPTYPE # Solve only the adncallular potential equation

# with the coupled ventticular regions. The static

# option stops time being incremented. The alpha

# paameter is ona of tha iteration relaxation

# parameters and only the ventricular rcgions are

# directly assembled which relates to coupling type

# five.

FEM update init lrom grid region $CAVITY,$BEMHRT,$GRIDHT
class $EXTCLS,$TLAPLC,$EXTCLS alpha $ALPHA2

# Update the initial conditions lor the passive torso

# solution on the epicardium based on the current

# tlowing out of the extracellular cardiac rcgion

# using the second relaxation panmeter to provide

# stability

FEM solve reg $CAVITY,$LTLUNG,$RTLUNG,$MUSFAT class $TLAPLC coupled

# Solve the passive torso problem bas6d on the new

# epicardial boundary conditions

FEM check conv grid-reg $BEMHRT grid-cl $EXTCLS bem-reg $CAVITY bem-cl $TLAPLC
grid-update-cl $EXTCLS retum POTE1 FLUXI # Calculate the maximum flux and potential

# ditfarences across the epicardial surface and
# raturn them into the comfile variables

# POTE| and FLUXI

$Fl Nl SH ED = (abs($POTE1 )<=$POTE-TOL && abs($FLUX1 )<=$p1gy-191-1'
# lf both the flux and potential maximum differences

# are below the allowed tolerances then the

# itention proc9ss has tinished
print(' lteration $NUM-ITERS\n"); # Pilnt the current numberol iterations to the

# screen or output file

| # end of while loop

FEM solve activ coupled transmembrane restart reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS,$EXTCLS update static calc-activ

# Solve the transmembrane potential equation again
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# based on the new extncellular solution , note

# that ionic cunents are not rccalculated. Do not

# incremement time and overwrite the previous

# stored solution

# lt the iterations converged, wite out the number

# ol iterations that were rcquired to achieve

# convergence

It
else {

printf Solution did not converge in $MAX-ITERS iterations\n");

print('Outside potential $POTE1 Outsideflux$FLUX1\n"l; # lf the iteations did not converyewriteout the
# last calculated values of the potential and
# flux differences

)
\ #hth
FEM writ6 history time "$HUN$TEN$UNI.$DEC" vari YP class $TLAPLC reg $CAVITY,$MUSFAT binary

# Write the current nodal solutions to the

# binary history tile . Here the lile is written
# at 0.1ms interuals

\ #dec

| #uni

\ #ten
# hun

if ($NUM-rrERS<$MALITERS) {
print (' Solution converged in $NUM-ITERS iterations\n");

#

# Save solution parameters

#

FEM export node;heart as h€art reg $GRIDHT
FEM export elem;heart as heart reg $GRIDHT

FEM update grid activation-times reg $GRIDHT class $GRDCLS

FEM list grid;output grid 1 activ

FEM close hist class $TLAPLC reg $CAVITY,$MUSFAT binary

FEM quit

# Export the geometry of the heart so that it may
# be read into the graphical lront end to CMISS

# Expott th6 activation times ol each collocation

# List the earliest and latest activation times

# Close the binary history file which was opened
# to store the nodal solutions

# Exit CMISS and return to the command ptompt

FEM export efom;activ as heart iy 4 reg $GRIDHT field class $GRDCLS # point as an element based field

4.8 Creating plots from a command file

#

# Read in a binary history file and produce EPS plots trom GNUPLOT

# and a lormatted HTML page containing GIF'S of the signal traces.

# Demonstrates the power ol using PERL within CMISS

#

#

# Problem regions

#
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$CAVITY = 1

$LVENTL = 2

$RVENTL = 3

$BEMHBT = 4

$GRIDHT = 5

#
# Problem c/asses

#

$TLAPLC = 1

$LVECLS = 2

$RVECLS = 3

#
# lnitialise plotling variables

#

$XStart = 0

$XEnd = S00

$YStart = -10
$YEnd = 10

$fixedNode = 49

$saveEps = 1

$saveDihist = 0

$historyFile = " test-output"

$testfile

$htmlformat = 3

# The list ol nodes to be displayed
#

@TorsonodeList =(48, 380, 49, 381, 50, 382, 51 , 383, 52, 384, 53, 385, 54, 386, 55, 387, 56, 388, 57, 389, 58, 390, 59, 391 );

@Epinodelist =(63, 71, 67, 70, 60, 75, il, 74, 61, 68, 65, 73, 62, 72, 66, 69);

6 ne66lisl=( @TorsonodeList, @ Epinod€List);

#
# Check X,Y ranges are positive

#

it($Xstart >= $XEnd)

die("\n ERROR: X plot range not positive\n\n");

elsif ($YStart >= $YEnd)

die("\n ERROB: Y plot range not positive\n\n");

#
# CMISS commands to detine the torso probtem

#

FEM define para;r;minimal

# Torso cavity rcgion - boundary elemenb
# Left ventricular region - boundary alements

# Right ventricular region - boun&ry elements

# Myuardial region - boun&ry elemen/s

# Myocardial region - linite elemenb

# Torso cavity class - generali*d Laplace

# Left ventricular c/ass - generalised Laplace

# Right ventricular class - generalised Laplace

# Staft of the X axis nnge to be plotted

# End of the X axis nnge to be plotted

# Start ot the Y axis nnge to be plotted

# End ot the Y axis nnge to be plotted

# Torso reterence node number

# Storc the EPS tiles

# Do not store intermediate text files

# Binary history lile name

# Create a perl variable (used later)
# Number of columns to put GlF s into
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FEM define regi;r; torsoslice

FEM define node;r;allregions reg all

FEM define base;r;torsoslic€

FEM define elem;r;allregions reg all

FEM define equa;r;cavity reg $CAVITY class $TLAPLC lock

FEM define equa;r;LV reg $LVENTL class $LVECLS lock

FEM deline equar;RV reg $RVENTL class $RVECLS lock

FEM define mate;r;cavity reg $CAVITY class $TLAPLC

FEM define mate;r;Lv reg $LVENTL class $LVECLS

FEM define mater;RV reg $BVENTL class $BVECLS

FEM define initl;cavity2 reg $CAVITY class $TLAPLG

FEM define init; r ; LV reg $LVENTL class $LVECLS

FEM define init;r;RV reg $RVENTL class $RVECLS
FEM define norm;r;ventcl

FEM define solvT;cavity reg $CAVITY class $TLAPLC

FEM define solvr;LV reg $LVENTL class $LVECLS

FEM define solvl;RV reg $RVENTL class $RVECLS

# CMISS commands to process the history lile
#

for( $i=0; $i < @ nodeList;$i++)

{
FEM display hist; $historyFile node $nodeListl$i] binary outfile $nodeListl$i]

I
J

*
# Main plotting loop

#

for( $i=0;$i < @ nodeList;$i++)

{
prlnt (' Node $nodeList[$i]\n');

#
# Generate gnuplot lile lrom input

#

unless(open(OUTPUTFI LE;'>plot$nodeList[$i]. gnu"))

{
die('\n ERROR: Unable to open output file\n\n");

)
print(OUTPUTFILE "S6t xlabel \"Time (ms)\'\n");
print(OUTPUTFILE "Set ylabel \"Torso pot€ntial (mV)\"\n");

print(OUTPUTFILE "S6t format x \'\'/"4.0f\"\n");
print(OUTPUTFILE "S€t format y \'\%4.1t\"\n");
print(OUTPUTFILE "Set key top right\n");
print(OUTPUTFILE "set terminal postscript eps color \"Times-Roman\'20\n");
print(OUTPUTFILE "set output \"node$nodeList[$i].eps\'\n\n');

APPENDIX N CMISS COMMAND FILES
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prlnt(OUTPUTFILE "plotl$XStart$XEndl[$Ystart$YEndl \'$fi:adNode.dihistY using 1:2 notitl€ with lines 3, \\\n");
prlnt(OUTPUTFILE'\'$nodelistt$il.dihistV using 1:2 tiile YNode$nodeListl$il\"with lines 1\n\rf);
close(OUTPUTFILE);

#
# Generate EPS tlle trom gnufut
#

$testtile =systemfgnuplot plot$nodeListl$il.gnu'1;

lf ( $testfile )

{
dlef \n ERROR: Unablo to make plots\n\n');

)
$testtile =systemff m plot$nodeUst[$i].gnu');

lf ( $testfile )

{
dief \n ERROR: Unable to r€move gnuplot liles\n\n');

)

#
# CoNertthe EPS tile to a GIF

#

$tes'tfile +ystemCcon\,€rt node$nodelistl$i].eps node$nodeUstt$il.glf);

lf ( $testfile )

{
dle("\n ERROR: Unable to conrort to gif images\n\n');

)

#
# Remow ep tile il not requirdd
#

lf (l $saveEps)

{
$testfile =systomCrm node$nodeListl$i].epsf );
lf ( $testfile )

{
dlef \n ERROR: Unable to remore eps files\n\n');

)
i

\ # End ot main plotting loop

#
# Bemow intermediatetext tiles il not required

#

lf (l$saveDihist)

{
for( $i=0;$i< @ nodelist;$i++)

{
$testfile =systemflrm $nodeList[$il.dihisil' );

lf ( $testfile )

{
dlef \n ERROR: Unable to remove dihist files\n\n");

415
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#
# Create an HTML file tor viewing

unless(open(OUTPUTFILE,">plots.html"))

{
dieC\n ERROR: Unable to open output file\n\n');

I
t
print (OUTPUTFILE "< HTML> \n");
print (OUTPUTFILE "<center> \n");
for( $i=0; $i < @ nodeList;$i++)

{
lf (!( $i%$htmlfotmat) && $i!=0)

{
prlnt (OUTPUTFILE'</center> \n");
print (OUTPUTFI LE "<center> \n");

)
print(OUTPUTFILE "<img src=\"node$nodeList[$i].gif\" width=\"360\" height=\'252\' >\n");

tt
print (OUTPUTFI LE'</center> \n');
print (OUTPUTFI LE "<AITML> \n');
close(OUTPUTFILE);

FEM quit # Exit CMISS and retum to the command prompt
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n9 Drawing activation times command file

#
# Read in the cardiac geometry and activation time tialds then

# plot the activation time field with contours and a scale bar

# over the heart geometry

#

GFX read nod€ heart;

GFX read 6lem heart;

GFX read elem activ:

# Read in the positions of the heart nodes

# Read in the linas , hces and elements of the heatt
# Read in the element based lield which contains
# the activation time ol each collocation point

GFX create window; # Create a 3D OpenGLviewing window

GFX set resolution width 980 height 800; # Set the size ot the 3D window in pixels

GFX set vis axes oif ; # Turn olf tha display of the coordinate axes

GFX mod win 1 layout 2d; # Select the two dimensional window display mode

GFX mod win 'f background col 1 1 1; # Create a white background using RGB alours

GFX modify window 1 view parall€l eye.point 8.19074 -31 .6285 300.896 interestpoint 8.19074 -31 .6285 0

up-vector 0 1 0 view-angle 32.9076 near-clipping.plane 3.00896 far-clippingplane 1075.3 relative-viewport

ndcplacement -1 122vi€wport-coordinates 0 0'l 1; # Set upthe scene position andthe camera position

# along with viewport orientations and dimensions
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GFX mod mat€rial default amb 0 0 0 ditf 0 0 0; # Modity the dahult material to be black

GFXcreatematerial default+ambi€nt000 ditfuse 0.30.30.3 emission000specular 111alpha1shininess0.3;
# Creata a shiny grey material for the lines in the

# hearl mesh

GFXcreatematerial whit6ambientl l l ditfuse 111 emissionl l l specular 1'l l alpha'l shininess0;
# Create a white material called 'white'

GFX mod g-element heart general circle 12 elem'32*32*32"; # Set circles to be apprcximated by 12 segments and
# surts'ces to be approximated by 32 segmants in

# each direction within each finite element

GFX mod g-el€m6nt heart surface data activ-tim6; # Create surhces over the heart slice showing the

# activation time field 'activ-time'
GFX mod g-6lem6nt heart cylinder constant-radius 0.5 material default+; # Create cylinders to represant the element

# boundaries with a grey material

GFX mod spectrum default autorange; # Automatically range the spectrum to match the

# available data

GFX create spectrum defauft+ clear overwrite-colour;

GFX modity spectrum defauh+ linear reverse range 5 90 oxt€nd-above extend-below rainbow colour-rang€ 0 1

ambient ditfuse component 1; # Create a rainbow spectrum from 5 to 90ms which is

# used to colour the scale bar

GFX modify spectrum default clear overwrite-colour;

GFX modify spectrum default linear r€verse range 5 90 extend-above extend-below

rainbow colourLange 0 1 ambient ditfuse component 'l;

GFX modify spectrum default linear reverse range 5 90 extend-above extend-below

banded number-of-bands 10 band-ratio 0.1 compon€nt 1;

# Crcate a rainbow spectrum lrom 5 to 90ms with

# ten contours where the band thickness is

# onetenth of the colouredthickness

GFX create scene overlay;

GFX mod scene overlay add-light defautt;

GFX set vis axes oft scene overlay;

GFX mod win I overlay scene overlay;

# Create another scene called overlay

# Add default lighting to the new scene

# Turn oft the axis visualisation in the new *ene
# Place the new scene inside the 3D window

GFX create colour-bar spectrum default+ number-tormat "%3.1f" division I centre -1.05 0 0.5;

GFX draw colour.bar scene overlay;

# Create the scale bar and adjust it's position

# relative to the viewort. The format of the

# numbers displayed is set here

# Draw the scale bar in the scene oveilay. This

# allows the model to ba tumbled without moving

# the scale bar.

GFX mod win 1 set anti I # Turn on full scene antialiasing with I way

# smoothing to genarate a better quality image

GFX prlnt file activ-time . rgb rgb wid 980 hei 800 # Print out an RGB tile the same size as the

# antialiased 3D window

quit # Exit CMISS and return to the command prompt
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